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INTRODUCTION
This short survey consists o f known results about the type of 
algebraic system known as a Dedikind ring. In this survey, the defini­
tion of a Dedikind ring is given first in terms of valuations, and the 
valuation approach is, for the most part, emphasized. Various different 
assumptions under which either the properties of valuations needed for 
Dedikind rings arise or under which only some of these properties arise 
are investigated. Two chapters discuss conditions equivalent with the 
valuation definition of a Dedikind ring. Another chapter relates the 
assumptions made in classical research papers on ideal theory (e.g,. Van 
der Waerden's work) to the properties of valuation. The final results 
concern algebraic extensions viewed with regard to valuations.
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CHAPTER I
VALUATIONS AND CLASSICAL IDEAL THEORY
Note In regard to references; In the first four chapters (I, II, 
III, and IV), the main statements proved are given Arabic numerals while 
useful preliminary results are assigned letters. Reference to a state­
ment is made by enclosing in parentheses the appropriate symbols, e,g.,
"by (11,1c)" means "by the result (c) preceding the proof of statement
(l) in Chapter II," The chapter and/or statement number is dropped in 
case of a reference pertaining to the same chapter and/or statement in 
which the reference occurs.
Results and definitions considered to be of an elementary or of a 
set theoretic nature appear in appendices. Reference to such material is 
made by using the abbreviation "app," followed by the appendix number 
(I, II, III, or IV) and the section number (1, 2, . . .), e.g., "by app, 
(II.3)." Occasionally the abbreviation "para," for "paragraph" is used. 
Also, terms and notations not defined in the course of the text are listed 
at the end of the first chapter in which they appear. Beside each list­
ing is an appropriate reference to an appendix.
Publications referred to are indicated in the text by a bracketed 
number, followed by the chapter and section number. The bracketed number 
corresponds to the listing in the bibliography following the appendices.
Definition (valuation): Let D be an integral domain with identi­
ty, A discrete valuation of 0 is a mapping of the multiplicative semi­
group 5* of 0 onto a set of non-negative rational integers such that:
2
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3
(a) v(ab) = v(a) + v(b)
(b) v(a+b)^jnin ^v(a), v(b)^
It is convenient to define v(0) » co -with the conventions >n,
n+fîO = + Qo = <%)+ n = 06 where n is any rational integer*
Definition (Dedikind Ring): An integral domain with an identity
element D is a Dedikind ring if there is defined on ô a non-null set fi 
of discrete valuations which satisfy the following postulates:
(I) If the elements a,b of 5 are such that v(a) v(b) for all
▼ £{B, then there exists c such that a = be,
(II) For a 3*, v(a) is not equal to aero for at most finitely 
many vtfll.
(III) If v̂ , v^E.0, ^ v ,̂ then there exists a ô* such that
v̂ (a) = 0, Vg(a) >0.
(IV) The only ideal A of ô with the property that min ̂ v(a) , a 
in A^ = 0 for all v in Œ is ô.
It will be shown in this chapter that the classical ideal theory 
holds in 3, that is, each proper ideal of 3 can be expressed in one and 
only one way as a product of powers of finitely many prime ideals; con­
versely, it will be shown on any integral domain in which the classical 
ideal theory holds, there can be defined a non-null set (D of valuations 
satisfying I through IV.
In the ensuing statements, (1) through (14) inclusive, it is 
assumed 3 is an integral domain and @ a set of discrete valuations satis­
fying postulates I, II, III, and IV.
(1) If V ££D, a and b ̂ 0, v(a) ^  v(b), then v(a + b) = min=^(a).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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v(b) ,
Proof; it may be assumed v(a)^v(b). Then if v(a + b)^^v(b), it 
follows y(b) = v(a + b - a)jef min "^v(a + b), v (a)^ ^min v(b)^
= v(b),
(2) Let T̂ , Vg, v^, and v be distinct valuations in (D.
Then there exists:
(a) a in 0 such that v(a) « 0, v̂ (a) 0, l;fi^n;
(b) b in Ô subh that v(b)^ 0, T̂ (b) = 0, 1^ i^ n.
Proof of (^ : For each j ,  l^j^n^ there exists an element â
such that v(a.) = 0, v.(â ))> 0, Let a = |1 â . Then v(a) =^v(CU>
J J J CẐl J LC%
T(â ) = 0; Tj(a)J> Vj(aj)>0.
Proof of (b) : For each j, 1^ n, there exists by (a) an element 
bj such that v(bj)> 0, Vj(bj) = 0, and v^(bj)> 0, k / j, li k<n. Let 
b - bj. Then v(b) min "{̂ (bj)̂  > 0, and vjj(b) = 0 since Vjj.(bĵ) =
i-
0, bj) > 0.
(3) If T,  and are distinct valuations in Œ, there
exists in 0 an element p such that v(p) « 1, Vj(p) = 0  for l^j^n.
Proof; There exists p in D such that v(p') = 1. By (2a) there
exists for each k, IS k< n̂  an element such that v̂g(bĵ ) = 0, v(b%)
1, v.(bO> 0 when j / k, 1^ j 6n. Let p = p* + b̂ . p is the required
J "■ *■
element.
Definition (value of an ideal); If A is an ideal of 0 and if v is 
in ID> define v(A) as the Min ^v(a)^ * Note that since v is discrete, 
there actually exists in A such that v(a) - v (A) *
Definition (product of ideals); Let A , A   A be ideals of
T a -TTaÔ. The product of the denoted by either A^A^A^***^®^
is defined as the ideal
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
s jr / for some positive integer n there a;re elements
in 0 !  iti If i^ n, such that x = ̂  ^1 .^2  ^3 "*'Bj
y  A=.i j  J jm  rf^ iîJL
It is seen that'TJ" A. ="IT A. » A., Postulate IV states v(A) = 0 for 
all vE (D only when the ideal A is 0 itself.
Let V be in Q. Then
(4) v (AB) = v (A) + v (B) for any pair of ideals, A and B of 0.
Proof t v (AB) = min v( ̂  a^bn) v (A) + v (B) .
OfcEfl, biÊÔ
On the other hand, there is an element a in A and an element b in B such 
that v(a) = v (A) and v(b) = v (B)• Since ab is in AB, v (AB) f; v(ab) = 
v(a) + v(b) = V(A) + v (b ),
(5) For each ideal A, v(A) * 0 except for (at most) finitely 
many v in Q,
Proof: Let a / 0 be an element of A, Then v(a) v (a) 0 for 
all V in Since v(a) = 0 for all but finitely many v in 01, so also 
v (A) = 0 but for finitely many v in Q.
(6) If v̂ , V2,«.*.**v^ are distinct valuations in Q and if A is 
an ideal, there exists a in A such that v̂ Câ ) = v^(A), 1 i n.
Proof: For each 1, 1 <i< n, there exists a^ in A such that v̂ (A)
= Vĵ(aj_) « By (2a), there exists elements such that Vĵ (b̂ ) = 0 and 
v-(bj)> 0 when i / j, 1— if n. The element a = â bj has the required 
property,
(7) If the set (D of valuations is finite, then 5 is a principle 
ideal ring.
Proof: Let A be an ideal. If (D is finite then by (6) there
exists a in A such that v(a) = v (A) for all v in ffl. If b is in A, then
v(b) > V(A) = v(a) , for all v in (D. By axiom I, b is a multiple of a;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A consists only of multiples of A,
(8) v(A)^V(B) if and only if A#
Proof: Clearly if BS A, then v(b) = min{v(b^ 2  ^(a)^ =
7(A). '“ ‘-®
To prove the converse, let v̂ , the set of all
valuations v in (D such that v(A)=r 0. This set is finite or null by (5)* 
If (D consists of no other valuations, then 0 is a principle ideal ring 
by (?)• Then A = 0(a), B = 0(b) for some elements a, b in A and B respec­
tively, V(A) = v(a), v(B) = v(b) for all v in fl). If v(A) = V(B) for 
all V, then by axiom I b is a multiple of a. B = Ob SA in this case. 
Suppose now that there is a Vq in 01 distinct from either v̂ , 
v^yc.a.^.or v̂ . The set C = ^ o in 0/Bc£a3' is an ideal of 0, (Be dé­
notes* the Jset of products of o by elements from B.) It will be shown for 
each V in Q, thei-e exists c in 0 such that v(c) = 0. Then by axiom IV,
0 = 5, and B = BO A in this case.
By (6) there exists a in A such that v̂ (̂a) = Vĵ (A), O^i^n,
Let v_, V,   V , V ......... be a set of distinct valuations0 1 n n+1 n+m
in (D containing all those which do not vanish on a. By (2b) there exists
for each j, li j£m, an a such that v.(a.) >  0 and v.(a.)c= 0, 06. i <n,t j rftÿ ,1 jL J
(a.)f with r so large that v^(c)J> v̂ (a) , n + l^k^m. Then J JS. K
v̂ (c) = 0, OStén, W(c) >  Vl̂ a) for all other w in Œ, Let b be any ele­
ment of B. Then v̂ (b) > v^(a), 0£i<n, and so w(bc) = w(b) + w(c) ;> 
w(a) for all w in @,
Hence be is a multiple of a by axiom I; therefore ^  is is in A 
and e is in C, For 0£i£n, 0< v̂ (̂C) < v̂ (c) = 0 or v̂ (C) = 0. Since
Vq can be any valuation in (D distinct from the v̂ , V2, v^ , the
result follows.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Notation (ideals P(t)): Let v be in 0. Denote by P(v) the totality of
elements a on 0 such that v(a) 0. It is seen that P(v) is an ideal of Q.
(9) If and Vg &re distinct valuations in 0 then P(Vĵ ) ^ P(vo)» 
Proof: By axiom II there is an a such that Vĝ (a) 0 and Vg(a)
«  0#
(10) If v^ and are distinct valuations in 0, then v^(P(vj)) = 0, 
Proof: The statement follows at once from (9) and the definition
of XPv^i.
(11) ^  is a maximal prime ideal of 5*
Proof: If ̂  is in Pv. then 0 v(ab) = v(a) + v(b). Hence either
0 < v(a) or 0 < v(b) : either a or b is in Pv*
Suppose A is an ideal of S such that PvCA. Then there is an
element a in 0 for which v(a) » 0, and so w(A) = 0 for all w in 0.
A = 5.
(12) Every prime ideal has the fom Fjr for some v in 0*
Proof; Let P be a prime ideal of O* By axiom IV there is a v in
0 such that vP^O, Then by (8) and (9), pSp(v)* It is shown that ^P)
= w (P(v)) for all w in 0, whence P = P(v).
First it is shown w(P) = 0 for all w in 0 different from vj there­
fore, w(P) = w(Pv) for w / V. There exists by (3) an element £ such that 
v(p) = 1, w(p) = 0. There is an a in P such that v(a) = v(P) = e > 0,
By (2a) there exists b in 0 such that v(b) = 0 and v'(ab) v'(p®) for 
all V* in 0 different from v. By axiom I there is an element £ in Ô 
such that ab = op®; since a is in P, cp® is in P and so either c or p®
is in P* But v(c) = v(a) + v(b) - v(p®) = 0 and so £ is not in P. Then
0 £jf(P) è w(p®) = e(w(p)) = 0.
Finally it is shown that v(P) = v(Pv) = 1. Suppose e = V(P)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ô
v(Pv) = 1, The above argument shows that there are elements c and _£ in 
0 such that v(c) = 0, v(p) = 1, and cp® is in P. Then either og or 
must be in P, and in either case v(P)< e,
(13) The ideals of 0 fom a semi-group under ideal multiplication!
the mapping : A — >|v(a)|, v in ffi, is an isomorphism of this semi-group
onto the restricted direct sum ) -\f~^ > where is the additive semi—
' I '  J VgJP ' T
group of non-negative integers, (Ideal multiplication is the operation
defined on pairs A,B of ideals in 0 such that A®B = AB.)
Proof Î By (4), (5) and (8), ^ is an isomorphism intof . Now if
/Pv) vgffi element o f f  in w h i c h , Hy » /v the only
non-zero j , then set A * II P(V. ), Then v. (A) =1 k, 16 if n, and v(A)' v' ic i i V ' '
= 0 for all other v in fi by (4) and (10). Hence ̂  A = and
is an onto mapping.
Definition; Classical ideal theory (or prime power representation 
of ideals in 0). The classical ideal theory is said to hold in 5 if: 
for each proper ideal. A, of 0 there is a finite set of distinct prime 
ideals Tp. 1, l£ifn, and a positive integer,  ̂, léi<n, cor- 
responding to each prime, such that A = ,TT P̂  * ; moreover, the set of 
prime ideals and the set of corresponding integers is uniquely detemined 
by A.
(14) The classical ideal theory holds in 0.
Proof; If A is an ideal of Ô (A / Ô), let ̂ A
pv, , pv_,   /~v_ are not zero and all other fZ, are zero. Then by
/yj r*,
(13) , A r~ 1 ~  ~fTF W  This representation of A asL* yJw'e® IL, ^
a product of powers of prime ideals is unique for by (12) every prime 
ideal is of the fom P(v) for some v in ffi, and any other product of pow-
_st have a different image under the isomorphic map-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ping i f . (See (13))
(15) If the classical ideal theory holds in the integral domain 
0 with identity element, then 5 is a Dedikind ring.
Remark? It must tacitly be assumed that there is at least one 
prime ideal in 5,
Proof: Let IP be the set of prime ideals of 0. Given P inlP , a 
valuation v^ is defined as follows: When a is in the principle ideal 
0(^an be written uniquely in the fom P̂ Q, where Q is a product of powers 
of prime ideals all distinct from P and vrtiere x is a non-negative rational 
integer. (Da = Q when x = Q.) Let v̂ (a) = x. Let Vp(0) =00 , The set
of valuations {vp] readily seen to satisfy II and IV.
Suppose Vp(a) >  ?p(b) for all P inTP . Then 5a = 0b®A where A 
is a product of powers of finitely many prime ideals. Thus a = b(ua')
vrtiere u is in 0 and a' is in A. Axiom I thus holds.00 «a»
0  A^ ® A = n  A^ for any ideal A. If A / 0, then 0 A^ can con-
sist only of the zero element. Thus then A^—  B for all suffi­
ciently large K. Let P and Q be in IPj P / Q. Suppose PC. Q, Let n be
a positive integer such that P c There are elements a,b such
that a is in Q, a is not in P, b is in and b is not in P. Then ab
is in Q“, but ̂  is not in P, a contradiction. Thus there always is an 
element _C_ in P and not in £. Vp(C)>0, but Vq(C) = 0, Axiom III is valid,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER II 
OTHER AXIOMS FOR A DEDIKIND RING
Introduction: Throughout this chapter let 0 be an integral domain
with identity element. Let F be the Quotient field of 0. (Refer to App.
II, 7). A list, to be followed by proofs, will be given of conditions 
each necessary and sufficient in order that 0 be a Dedikind ring.
Definition (Valuation on a field; extension of valuation): Let 
V be a mapping of the multiplicative group of F (|̂ ) onto the rational 
integers. Let v(0) = . Then V is termed a valuation on F if V satis­
fies the conditions: V (a / b)^min^(a), v(bj7i v(ab) =v(a) / v(b).
Let V be a valuation of 0, Let a be in F*, with a-x/y, x, y in 0*.
For such a define v(a) = v(x) - v(y); v(0) = oo. It is observed that v 
will then be a valuation of F, Denote by v' the mapping into the integers 
determined by the restriction of V to 0. It is noted that the values of 
V' on 0 coincide with the values of the original valuation, V, on 0. 
Accordingly, V on F is referred to as an extension of V on 0.
Definition (valuation ring): Let v be a valuation on the field
F. The valuation ring of v, denoted by Oy, is the set^ x in F/ V(x)>0 j".
For all a in ̂  either a or l/a is in 0̂ ,
Notation: Let A]_, A2 —  An be subsets of F. By the product of the
Afc , denoted byTTAi or by An At - - An is meant the set of all finite sums,
which C .
Definition (ü-ideal): A is defined to be an D-ideal of F providing
the following conditions should hold:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A is an additive subgroup of F properly containing the set consisting
only of the zero elementj for all ̂  in 0 and all a in A, ^  is in A;
A has a multiplier g, that is to say,there is a p in F such that pA
“  Ô.
Included amongst the 0 -ideals of F are the ideals in 0; 
these ideals are referred to as integral ideals. The. term "prime
ideal" refers to an integral ideal which is prime.
Notation ; Unless specified otherwise, capital letters, e.g.
A, B, C, ...., refer to 0 - ideals; underlined script letters, e. g.
1 )̂ •••> refer to prime ideals. ^
Definition: (powers of an ideal): A^ is defined as TT" A ..- :- ■” H-S.» K
A^ = A, 1-^k6: n. A  ̂is defined as follows: A ^ = •{x in ̂  xAS.0 ̂
A“*̂, n a positive integer, is defined as (A"̂ )”. Since AA“^^D, A
has a multiplier, and therefore A ^ is an (3-ideal, The ü-ideals, A^-A,
2 3 - 1 - 2  -3'A , ^ ,  A , A , A , .....  ...are called the powers of A.
Definition (value of an 0-ideal) If V is a valuation defined
on a field F, the V(A) is defined as min ■fv(a)̂  ; it is observed that,
since A has a multiplier, there actually is an a in A for #iich v(a)
= v(A)*
CONDITIONS FOR A DEDIKIND RING; A listing of conditions, each 
necessary and sufficient in order that 0 be a Dedikind ring, now follows:
(a) : Valuations ID on 0 satisfy axioms I-IV (See the beginning of
Chapter I.)
(b ); Prime power representation is valid in Ô, (See 1.15)
(C): Prime power representation is valid in F: For each D- ideal A
in F, A y Ô, there is a finite set of distinct prime ideals,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and there is a set of non-zero integers  such that A J1C»
moreover, the set of prime ideals and the corresponding integers o^,
IJ? i n, are uniquely determined by A,
(D): There is a non-null set ID of valuations on F such that:
I» _ Ô = 0  Ô . II* - If a is in Ft then v(a)
0 for at most finitely 
many in ID.
Ill' - If v^ Vg, Vj and Vg in E, then there is an a in F such that 
(a)” * 0, VgCa) / 0.
IV* - The only D-ideal of F such that v (A) = 0 for all v in 0 
is 5 itself.
(E) : The 0 -ideals of F fom a group. The group operation is ideal
multi pli cation.
(G): There is a non-null set E of valuations on F such that:
(2) If a is in F*M)hen v(a) / 0 for at most finitely many 
V  in E.
(3) Each Chinese Remainder system is solvable:
/
Whenever â , ag, ..... a^ are in F, v̂ , v̂ , .....
v^ are distinct valuations of E, and M is a positive 
integer, there then exists an element x in F such that
v^ (x-â ) > M, Vg (x-a2) > M, ......... v^(x-a^) > M,
and v(x)> 0 for all other v in E*
(r): Each of the following conditions hold:
(1) Each prime ideal is maximal. (Refer to app. II.3)
(2) The ascending chain condition is valid in D .
(Refer to app. 11,5)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(3) D is integrally closed in its quotient field.
(Refer to app. III. 1)
In (14) and (l5) of Chapter I it was shown conditions A and B 
are equivalent. The remainder of the chapter is concerned with proving 
that 0, D, E, F and G are each equivalent to A and/or B.
(1.) - A and B imply Ct Assume there are valuations ID 
on 0 satisfying I-IV and that the classical ideal theory holds in 9.
It then follows that in the quotient field F each Ü -ideal A Ü) is 
uniquely representable as a product of powers of finitely many prime 
ideals.
(a) =0.
Lemma preceding (a): For each v in ID there is a b in F such
that v(b) = -1 and v' (b) 0 for all other v’ in ID.
Proof of lemma: There is an r in 0 such that v(r) - 1.
axiom I for the valuations C and result (1,2b), there is an £ in
0 such that v(s) = 0 and v' (s)b: v* (r) for all other v' in ID. The 
element s/r has the required property.
Proof of (a) Î jg gĵ -lc.0. Let v* be the valuation in ID such that 
^  = P (vO . It will be shown V  = 0 whence /ftp"I = Ü by (l,ll)
and (l, 8). By the lemma there exists a in F such that v' k) - -1,
v(a)3 0 for other v in ID. Thus, a £ 0, a is in ̂  and 0^ v* 
v' (^) =0 .
s.
Proof of (b): This result follows by repeated application of
(a), a. s., (fig) = ô*ô = 5.
(c) Let Oa be a principle ideal in C, and let Oa - *
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Then (5a) -1 ='TTf.
Proof of (c): By result (d) below, (Da) (̂0a)("TT ) nTTilvzt
by (b), (0ar^(Oa)CTTfl-"‘‘ )= (Oir̂
(d) For any a in F*. (Da)~̂  (Oa) ~ 0.
Proof of (d): This statement follows from the set equality 
(Oa)-̂  = 5(a"^).
Oa ^  (Ca) ^ for if x is in Oa~^, then x = b/a for some b in Ü, 
0a(b/a) ^0.
—1 1 _ _2 _
(Oa) ig. (Oa ). If X is in (Oa) , then xa is in Ô since a is
— — —1in Oa; therefore, x is in Oa .
Proof of theorem; Let A be an 5-ideal of F with multiplier a.
Furthermore, let Oa -TT|p̂  *’ and let aÂ . Then, by (c) and (d),
A = 0A= (5a) (aA) - T T . In this prime power repre­
sentation of A it may be assumed that the ........  are all
distinct and that none of the are zero. Suppose that
also A ='fr vhere the f / l i ,  A ^ ]  are distinct primefcV — — ' —
ideals, and vrtiere the ------------ are non-zero integers. Then
*V=K Ô U r > 0 0 = ' —  K"=K»aKtoThe product on either side of the last "equals" sign is a representation
of an integral ideal as a product of powers of finitely many distinct
prime ideals. By the hypothesis, each of the is included amongst
either the or the /”R̂ "_7» therefore, each R̂ ' is included amongst
the 2Q._y. Also, each of the /Q^_7 is included amongst the or0 J J-
amongst the and so each Qj is included amongst the
The /Rjç'_/ and the ^Qj J  thus coincide; by a similar argument, the 
R^" 7 and the ^Pi_7 coincide. The exponents /~u^' 7 must then cor­
respond to the exponents -  ---— ----  - - ---- -------- ------
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/”bj7 and the exponents imst then correspond to the exponents
C - i J .
Corollary. The group condition is valid in F; the 0-ideals of 
F form a group under the operation ideal multiplication.
Proof of corollary: Clearly multiplication is an associative 
operation; the element 0 is an identity of the group; because of (b) and 
the conclusion of the theorem, each ideal has an inverse in the group.
Corollary. Condition D, axioms I*-IV for a non-null set of 
valuations on the field F, is valid.
Proof of corollary: It was shown in (1.15) that the unique prime
power representation of integral ideals implies axioms I-IV for valuations 
on 0; the proof of this corollary follows the same arguments.
Remark; Actually the axioms for the valuations (D on F could be 
proved directly from the axioms for the valuations fi on 0. If the non­
null set fi of valuations on 0 satisfy axioms I-IV, then the set ffi* of 
the extensions of these valuations satisfy I*-IV*.
In order to show that conditions A, B, C, and D are equivalent, 
a "sort of" converse to this last statement is proved. However, the 
axioms I*-IV* for valuations on the field F guarantee only that the 
axioms I-IV for some set ffi* of valuations on 0; the set ffi* is not neces­
sarily the restriction to 0 of the veuLuations on F. (Example 1, Chapter V.)
(2) D implies A. Suppose the non-null fi of valuations on F 
satisfies I*-IV* on F; then a non-null subset fi of ffi* satisfies I-IV 
on 0.
Hypothesis for fi on F Conclusion for fi on 0
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f-D * n  O  I. If a, b are in Ô, v(a) v(b)
for all V in B’ , the n a
is a multiple of b.
IÏ- For and Vg
in O' there is an x in F II, For v„ distinct members
such that v^(x) ^ 0 and V2(x)>0 of E', there is an a in 0
0,. such that V2̂ (a)>, VgCa) =0.
m l  For X in ̂  v(x) =0 except for III, For x in 0*, v(x) =0 except
at most finitely many v in B, for at most finitely many
V in B'.
IVl V(A) =0 for all v in B* implies IV,v(a)= 0 for all v in ffi' implies 
A - D, A =0.
Notation t Ihe valuations in fi and their respective restrictions 
to 0 will be denoted by the same symbols.
Proof of statement (2): The proof is by transfinite induction
(refer to well-ordering axiom in appendix 1.4 paragraph 3*' let,
the set B of valuations be indexed v,̂ /' i = 1. Denote by ^ t h e
A  -class of all subsets of F of the form ( \ Ow. (v̂ . / v̂  forà -I * J k
j ^ k) where is an index preceding or equal to ^  , Trivially all of
the sets 0^^ or { 0,^^ , 1 ^  1< Q , are Dedikind rings. Suppose that
for fixed o( , all sets of the form are Dedikind rings. It will
then be shown each of the sets tOtxr are Dedikind rings. As a notations!
convenience, set 0^ = It may be supposed that any set f 1 v̂*;
<--• (where k is a fixed subscript, I k )  properly contains ; if
such is not the case, then is a Dedikind ring with valuations amongst
i
the /"v. 7 i s i .  In addition it can be inductively assumed that the ̂ 1 , , LC
valuations of the Dedikind rings I I Ov* are precisely the
i k
(a). The relation " " (" >  ") is defined as follows:
Vĵ  Vj (vj >v;l) and only if there exists x in 5o«. such that v^(x)= 0
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and Vj (x) > 0,
If and Vj are distinct valuations, 1 ̂  i, j , then it follows 
either v^ <. Vj or vĵ  ^ V j
Proof of (a): Let m be a fixed subscript different from 1 and j*
8y the induction assumptions, there is an element x such that Vj(x)>0, 
Vĵ (x) =0, and Vĵ (x)>Ofor l^k£<=^,k  ̂ m. It may be assumed that
"v̂ (x)<C 0. In the same way, there is an element y such that Vĝ (y) *>0,
Vj(y) = 0, and v^ (y)ZO, 1 é ki<<, k / i.
The possible cases are (i) 0 (ii) Vĵ (y) = 0, and (iii)
Vĵ (y) <  0,
Case (i) is trivial. In case (ii), v̂ (y"̂ x) = 0, Vj(ŷ x) >
0, and y^x is in for sufficiently large n. If case (iii) holds aind 
if v^ is not Vj, then there is a z in D such that vi (yz) =0, vj (yz)>0, 
and %z is in Oo< .
(b). If Vĵ < Vj for .some subscript j, then v̂- ^v^ for all k / i,
1 Z k
Proof of (b)t There is a y in Ü such that Vĵ (y) =0,Vj(y) > 0  
k j . There is a z in F such that v^(x) = 0, Vĵ (z)> 0, and v^(z)>
0, l^h h é j. Then v^(y^z) =0, , Vjj,(y®z)> 0, and Vj (y”*z)2 0
for m sufficiently large.
With these preliminary results, axiom II is shown to be valid in 
the ring • Because of (a) it may be assumed v^^ v̂ . If it is also 
ttrue that v^< Vg, then by (b) , for all^’ r j 1- 1, it is true
that Vj. ^
Now let X be in J^Ov^ and suppose v̂  (x) ^0. There then exists 
y in Ox such that v^(y)>0, Vg(y)>0; there exists integers m and n such
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m n,
n  ôv. =
that V2(x y ) = 0, V2(x"V”)>0, and 3^^ is in Oof . Therefore, v̂ <.
unless O ^  D«< .
0 thus satisfies axiom II with valuations , vAiere ID is either 
r- -f ^ -7- ”7 ^£ v  ̂/ i = 1 or L \ ^  i = 2. Let a and b be elements in Q^such that 
v(a)>v(b) for all v in Qkx . Then a/b is in 0  Ôv., and so a= be where
ts  \  ^
c is in Oex • Axiom I thus holds for the Dot . Axioms III and IV readily 
follow from axioms III* and IV'.
Diagram of present results in this chanter:




i* valuations , on F : group condition^
prime power repre- , 
sentation of D-ideals
Remarkt As the diagram indicates, to show that A, B, C, D, and 
E are equivalent, it suffices to show that E implies B, Accordingly, 
in the ensuing statements (3, 4, and 5) it is assumed that the 0-ideals 
form a group under the operation of ideal multiplication; the conclusion 
will be that the classical ideal theory holds in 0.
ÜAl AA-l = Ô.
Proof: Let A' be an 0-ideal of F such that AA? - 0, Then A* ^
A On the other hand, AA Q -  AA'. Thus, A ^ - A AA c A
(3b) Each 0-ideal of F is finitely generated over 0, and hence 
the ascending chain condition is valid for integral ideals.
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inProof î Let A be an D-ideal. By (3a), 1= Z  >*ere is 1
A and is in A“ ,̂ 1< i^ n. Then A “ D(n^,  u^)S D since Au^£
D, If i^n. Since 1 is in D (x^......... x^)0 D S
0 (x̂  0 (û  It follows that 0£0(x^....3̂ ) D
Un)S ADCu^̂ ...u^)SO. ÔCx^ ....x̂ ) -A.
(3c) Each prime ideal is maximal amongst integral ideals: ■f>C.
A£ 0 implies A =0.
Proof: The argument is exactly the same as that used in (l,15) 
with this slight change: If A 5̂ 0, then the group condition shows that
tts . ^  PO
(1â  = A • n Â  is possible if and only if f \  Â  consists of only the zerolii 1-1 1=1
element.
Notation: Let U and V be subsets of 0; by (U, V) is meant the
ideal generated by U and V: (U, V)-
X in Dl There are elmts, a, b in
I u in U, V in V such that
X r au / bv.
(4) If the ascending chain condition holds in 0, then each pro­
per integral ideal A of 0 contains a finite product of prime ideals ; :
i = n ^
there are prime ideals i = 1 such that S A. Furthermore, the
i -n rr̂ ‘‘‘
1 = 1  may be chosen siicH-thatTT̂ -£A £ /Pv , 1 £ £ n.t-i '
Proof of (4) : The required property is referred to as”Pl* Assume
there is an ideal AtO for which "P” is not valid. Then A cannot be a 
prime ideal and there are elements a,b, in 0, a and b not in A, but ^  
is in A. Let Â  - (A, a) and Ag = (A,b). Then Â  and Ag are such that
Agj^ A, AC Â , A C: Ag, and both A^ and Â  are proper ideals, (if,
say, A, -0, then OAg = AgS A). Suppose "P" is valid for both Â  ̂and
Agî letTfilAj^c , l<iin andl^^A^^^^^lli £ m. Then
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Ag ̂  1— i^n / m. Thus, "P" is not valid for either Â^
or Ag; suppose, then, "P" is not valid for A]_. As previously, there
are proper ideals in 0, and Agg, for which A^^A^^ CZ A^ ([_ A
and Aĵ CAgj_, A^C Â g. Then A C. Aĝ , and ACT Â ĈZ. Â .̂ As
before, "P" cannot be valid for both Â  ̂and Â g. In this way arises
#
a properly ascending chain of ideals, Ac Â c. ^21^^31^ ...... A^l^
Aj^^l.... unless "P" is valid for the ideal A.
(5) Suppose that, in addition to the hypothesis of (4)> it is
true that all prime ideals of 0 are maximal. Then the prime ideals 
i = n ^
/(f*_7 i = 1 for which A j  = 1, 2 .. and n, must be included
amongst every set of prime ideals whose product is contained in A.
In other words, if A, then £ % i J  i = 1 —  _7 i - 1.~ /vw
Proof of (5): Let now suppose that ^  ^  for
j = 1, 2, , , .... or m. Then there are elements x. in q̂ , xv not
M . ^ J J it
in^ , 1 £ 4r ivn'̂ Xfiis l i ï J T ^ f but not in ^  , a contradiction. There­
fore, given a subscript i, l£ i£n, there is an i , 1 £ i.c m, such that
(6) E implies B,
Hypothesis ; The 0-ideals of F form a group under ideal multipli­
cation .
Conclusion: Each integral ideal is uniquely representable as a 
product of powers of finitely many prime ideals.
Remark: If it is assumed "t-hat^^l- 0 for all^3 and that the
conclusions of (4) and (5) are valid, then the argument below is also
applicable.
_ _ i - n
Proof of (6): Let AC. 0 and letJTg^ d  A. If /"ft _/ i = 1
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consists of but one prime, ̂  , then by (3« ) A % jg '
Assume for fixed m, but for all k c 0, that A, implies A
is equal to a finite product of prime ideals; A = i|(p. •v«+i
With this assumption on m consider AC. 0 such t h a t J j T A *
(4) there is a prime ideal Jp which contains A; by ($), ^  must be
equal to for some i, 1^ i^ n, say ^  .
—  - - - ' ^    ideal *(p A
is then integral, whence ' A , 2 £ ij £ m / 1. {pp~‘A =
Suppose A s "fr = 7 1  Then by (5) eachCls included
r =  n 4̂ ' * ^
amongst the J  1 = 1 and conversely, eact^is included amongst the
r i = 1 . A ) O
 ̂svih
. /7. “ _y A \
=  o .
In this product, both of the bracketed ideals are integral, and so 
each of these ideals must be 0. , Hence, ~  Q / and 1̂ - i'<
( - A."t n. For each i, .
(7) A necessary and sufficient condition that D be a Dedikind 
ring is that each of the follo^ng conditions be valid: (a) Ô is in­
tegrally closed in F; (b) prime ideals are maximal and (c) the ascending 
chain condition hold.
Proof of necessity; Let E be a set of valuations on 0 satisfying 
I-IV, If A is an ideal of 5, then A is a set of the form
C X in 0 / Vĵ (x) >  a. where the a , a_,  a are positive integers; L
“I /  v̂ , Vg distinct^embers of Ej J
In view of (l.S) an ascending chain of ideals can consist of only finitely
many distinct ideals. If ̂  is a prime ideal of Ü then by (I, 13)
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- p ̂  _7 for some valuation v; If the ideal A properly contains 
then A - S. Thus (b) and Co) are proved; Ca) follows in either of two
ways, ____  as an immediate consequence of (IV,8), or as an immediate
consequence of the fact that D is the intersection of a set of Gaussian 
rings, each of which has F as its quotient field.(Refer 1.7, App, II.4 & III.l)
Proof of sufficiency: In view of previous results (see diagram p. 24)
the classical ideal theory holds in Ô providing that^ÿ^= Ô for all primes 
. In Van der Waerden sect, 102, "Axiomatische Begrundung der
Klassischen Idealtheorie".^^appears a proof tha1g|p= 0.
Remarks ; Actually the proofs of (l) and (2) of chapter III are 
applicable. These proofs show, assuming (a) and (c), that for certain 
prime ideals, = O . If in addition, it is assumed that all
prime ideals are maximal (b), then it follows that for all prime ideals,
fg-'z Ô  .
In fact, the proof /”l2b. Van der Waerden, "Zur Productzerlegung 
der Ideale"; Sect. 485, pp. 298-9.__/ of (lll.l) and (ill.2) is essentially 
the proof in the above reference restated to include the possibility that 
a prime ideal is not maximal.
Remarks ; The set of Chinese Remainder axioms (G) is, as previously 
mentioned, a necessary and a sufficient condition in order that 0 be a 
Dedikind ring. Result (80 proves the sufficiency of (G); result (9), 
the necessity.
The main results of this chapter, including (8) and (9) are dia­
grammed on p.. 24 bottom.












—1 «  EE = 0
4 ideal is contained 
in a prime ideal 
and contains a pro­
duct of finitely many 
primes
5
the prime ideals may 
be chosen so as to 
appear in any product
unique prime 
6 power represen­



















C: Prime power repre­
sentation for 0- (l) E: Group
ideals condition
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(S) Sufficiency of the Chinese Remainder axioms 
Hypothesis i 0 is a Dedikind ring; the non-null set ID of valu­
ations on 5 satisfy axioms I-IV, The valuations ID satisfy axioms 
IX IV’ on the quotient field F. (See (1) and second corollary to (l) 
Conclusion; The Chinese Remainder axioms are valid; in addition
to axioms I' and II' being true, each Chinese Remainder equation is
_ ^ i = n
solvable. For each set / i = 1 of elements in j£,each finite set
of distinct valuations in ID, and each positive integer M, there is an 
element x in F such that v̂  (x-a^)>M, i^l<n and v(x)± 0 for all 
other V in ID.
(a) If A and B are integral ideals such that v (A) and v (B) are 
never positive for the same v in ID, then (A,B) = 0.
f r o o f qC.Ca); Let v̂ , Vg,........ v^ and v̂  . . .v̂
^i ^ Vj for i ^ j, include all positive values for A and B respectively,
i = n / m
Let Vq be any valuation distinct from / v^_y i = 1 . (The argu­
ment is still valid if there is no such Vq ). There exists a in A such 
that V. (a) = V. (A), 06 i6 n / m; there exists b in B such that v. (b)
= v^(B), 0<i<n / m. There exists c in Ô such that Vq (c )>0, v\(c)=0, 
l&ifLn / m. Then a / be is in (A,B) and v^(a / be) = 0, 0<i< n /m.
But Vq is arbitrary, v (A,B) = 0 for all v in ID. (A,B) = D,
(b) A Chinese Remainder equation in 0 has a solution:
If v^(x-a )>M, léi^n, is a Chinese Remainder equation in which the
r- -7 ̂  ^  - -/a^_/ i =1 are all elements in 0, then there is an x in 0 for which the
equation is valid.
Proof of (b): Consider a possible solution of the form x - â x̂̂
/ a / a^Xg.............. / a x̂ . The element x is th®'̂  ®
^ i = n
solution providing that the /” i = 1 are all in Ô, v^ (̂̂  / M for
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i j (l^i, j^m), and (a^-l)> M (lS!i£n), If ail these con­
ditions hold then v(x)j?0 for v / v&f • • • «or v^(x-a^) -
Vi ^  Ajx. / J >J i l
min .v^Cxj-l^j-l), v^(Xj / l̂ j / l ) ..................
V. (x a ), V (xĵ Ca
A  -, i = "The i r 1 gay be chosen to satisfy the conditions
mentioned in the last paragraph, because by (a) the ideals A -
^x in Ô / vj(x) M, 1 £ n, j ^  ^  and B x in 5 / v^(x)> ̂ are
such that (A,B) = D 2  {l],
Proof that each Chinese Remainder system is solvable:
—  1 = li “ — —   i z n
Let Z i - 1 be distinct valuations in ID, / â __/ i = 1
be any elements of F, and M any positive integer. Let a^ = ĉ /d,
a^ -  Cg/d, . . . . and â  = c^/d -where d is the product of the denominators
_ _ i = n
of the a^_/ 1 ^ 1  when expressed as quotients of elements in 0.
Then c , c ....... c are in Ô,
X  ^
Now V (x-a. ) (ll i^n) pro-viding that v. (xd-c) M 
 ̂  ̂ d
(l£ i£m). Let v̂ , Vg . . . .v̂ ,̂ ^ 1 ....... "̂n / m î ^̂ clude all
valuations which do not vanish on d, and let N - max /~v (d) J ,
V in D
%- (b) there is an element y in F such that v̂  (y-c^)>M / N,
1* i£ nj / i (y))> M / N, li m; and v(y)> .0 for v ? v̂ , . . . .
or V , ; Let x = y/d. It follows v. (xd-c ) M for v - Vr,., , , .
n / m  ̂ ~
or v^ and v(x)z 0 for all other v in ID.
(9) G implies A
Hypothesis : A set ID of valuations on F is such that (i) 0 - 
J (ii) a in F* implies v(a) % 0 for a most finitely many v in 0;
(iii) each Chinese Remainder system is solvable.
Conclusion: 0 is a Dedikind ring with valuations ID (or more
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precisely, the restrictions of members of S to 0)
Proof: From hypothesis (i) and (ii) readily follow properties
L and II for the valuations ID on 0 (refer to the last paragraph of the 
proof of (2). Also if v̂ , Vg are distinct valuations in ID, then there 
is an element x in F such that v^(x)>l, v^ (x-l)>l and v(x)^0 for 
all other v in ID. Thus v̂ (̂x)̂  0, V2(x) =0, and x is in 0. Axiom III 
is verified. The proof that v(a) = 0 for all valuations v implies that 
A s ©  follows :
(a) If v̂ , . . . ,v̂  are distinct valuations inID, there is an 
a in A such that v^(a) = 0, l-iin.
Proof of (a); Assuming axioms I to IV for the valuations this 
statement is a special case of (l,6). It is observed that the proof of 
(l, 6) does not depend on axiom IV,
(b) A Chinese Remainder system is solvable in A; given elements
an  ....... a in 0 (they need not be in A), distinct valuations v, ,n -L
.and v̂ , and a positive integer M, then it follows there exists
X in A such that v̂ |̂ (x-â )> M, l^i^n.
Proof of (b): By (a) there is a b in A such that v^(b) - 0,
lé i A. Let V .V / include all valuations that don r X' n / m
not vanish for b (if there are no such v̂ ^̂  b is a unit and A=0),
and let N = max /  . (b)_7, m]"- Then, by (iii) there is a y in1̂  ±<m  ̂ ^  t  ^
F such that v^ (y-â )̂ > N 2M (lé.i'ln); vi(y)>N (n / léién / m)j 
v(y)> © for all other v in ID. Then v(y) 2:0 for all v in ID and so y is 
in fl); since v(y)Sv(b) for all v in ID, y is a multiple of b and y is in 
A.
Proof that A “ LU.
Let a' be in- 0. For a non-unit element b in A, by statement
(b) there exists x in A such that v^(x-a)>M ( 1& i£n); the set /v^,
....... v^ ZZ is presumed to include all the valuations positive for b
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and M is presumed to equal m^, It then foUonis x-a is a mul­
tiple of b; x-a is in A. The element a is in A. k - 0*
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CHAPTER III 
PRINCIPALLY ORDERED SYSTEMS
Introduction; A type of ring vd.th somewhat less restrictive prop­
erties than a Dedikind ring is a principally ordered system, (Author*s 
own translation of the German "Hauptordnung.Briefly, a principally 
ordered system is an integral donain iidiich is the intersection of valua­
tion sub rings of its quotient field. j^ruU, Wolfgang, Sections 1 
to proves that an integral domain 0 is a principally ordered system if 
and only if it is integrally closed in its quotient field. Suppose, 
now, 0 is not only integrally closed in its quotient field, but also 
satisfies the ascending chain condition. The question then arises, just 
vAiat sort of a principally ordered system is 0? In this chapter, results 
of Krull and Van der Waerden are derived and applied in order to answer 
this question.
Definition (principally ordered system): Let 0 be an integral do­
main with quotient field F. If there exists a non-null set (D of valua­
tions on F such that 0 = D o ^ >  then 0 is called a principally ordered 
”* veis
system. In this chapter a valuation on a field F is defined as a mapping 
of F* onto a non-null, non-zero additive subgroup of a direct summand of 
real numbers (see "direct summand" in appendix on Basic Algebra) such that 
the conditions for v(ab) and v(a + b) hold as indicated in Chapter I.
The principally ordered system 0 is said to be discrete (rank 
one) if each of the valuations v in 0> are discrete (rank one) valuations. 
In other words, if the system is discrete, each v in 0 maps F* onto a 
set of rational integers,
29
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The principally ordered system is said to be finite if for each 
a in F+, v(a) / 0 for at most finitely many v in 0.
The principally ordered system is said to have the separation 
property if for distinct v^ and Vg in 0, there is an a in 0 such that 
^ 0  and v^(a) = 0#
Thus a finite, discrete principally ordered system with separation 
property satisfies axioms I-III for a Dedikind ring.
Remark: Since 0 is an intersection of valuation rings, the iden­
tity element of F, 1 is in Q*
Throughout most of this chapter (up to and including the proof 
of (Ô)) it is assumed that 0 is an integral domain, integrally closed in 
its quotient field, and satisfying the ascending chain condition.
The reader is advised especially to look up, amongst other re­
ferences, the material in appendix II.5*
Definitions (minimal prime ideals ; higher ideals); A prime ideal 
2 la 0 is said to be a minimal prime ideal ^ prime ideal)
implies ̂  “ 4̂  • The primary ideal P is said to be an higher primary ideal 
if F is contained in one and only one prime ideal. The ideal A is said 
to be an higher ideal if A is the intersection of finitely many higher 
primary ideals.
Definition (equivalence of ideals): The ideals A and B of 5 are 
said to be equivalent, denoted by A^ B, if there exist ideals C and D 
such that AC£B, BDCA, and such that C and D are the products of finitely 
many ideals that properly contain a minimal prime ideal.
Remarks: A'^B is an equivalence relation amongst ideals of 5. The 
class of all finite products of ideals which properly contain a minimal
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prime ideal comprises the equivalence class of idiich 0 is a member (see 
Statement (1) below) •
Let A, B, C, and D be ideals; if kr\iB, and C^^d, then ACaibD.
(1) Let ® set of prime ideals of 0 and let ̂ b e  a
minimal prime ideal. Then it is not possible that \\ (kc —  /p unlessI v
either ̂  , ,jP   orJ> = •
Proof: If<J:>^^, l<i<n, then there are elements x^, l^iin, 
such that x^ is in and x^ is not i%^. As in (II.5) this is not 
possible,
(2) If ̂  is a minimal prime ideal^ then ^  Ü,
Proof: Clear3y^"'j2 0. Let a ^ 0, a in{f, Then by (11*4) for 
some positive integer n there are prime ideals such that 1̂1 ̂ 5
0(a). (The primes, ̂  , need not be distinct.) Let n be chosen to be 
minimal with respect to this property. Since a is in ̂  , by (1) there is 
a subscript i, l£i5 n, such that^ = ̂  . L et^ Then
0(a), Let b be an element in  b not in 0(a).
It follows (b/a) €* 0, and b/a is in . (If x is an elemental
such that x(b/a) is not in 0, then is not in 0(a)), Since b is not
in 0(a), b/a is not in 0,
(3) If jP is a minimal prime ideal, then jp-*, and so a/0.
Proof: S u p p o s e . Let ̂  = 0(a^, a ), Let x be in
. Then a^x is in jjp , 16 16 nj there are elements of 0,
such that ajX = c s , 1 — iSn. The a^, a_,,.,.,.a then compose aI Ik k "L 6 n
non-trivial solution (app, 11,8) to a linear homogeneous equation in F. 
Therefore,
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= 0. The element X is then a root 
of an equation of degree n in which 
the coefficient of ̂  is +1 or -1 
and all other coefficients are in 0.
Cv'B — — —  ̂Vt/VT̂^
Therefore, x must necessarily be in Oj this result contradicts (2).
(4) Each higher primary ideal is equivalent to a power of a mini­
mal prime ideal.
Proof: Let A be a higher primary ideal, let^  be the only minimal 
prime ideal containing A. Let r be the least positive integer for which 
A. (See app. II.5*) Let G Then G /v 0 and C ^ ^ O .  Be­
cause ^ i s  not contained in ̂  by (l) . Let £ be the
least non-negative integer such thatĵ  nowj =
f A f 5 Ô, and so is then an integral ideal. Let A be
any minimal prime ideal different from^ and suppose thatjjT* A »
 ̂A - 5 ft . Since G then as in (l) AS ft, but this is con­
trary to the hypothesis that A is a higher ideal. Thus is not con­
tained in any minimal prime ideal. By II. 5 there are prime ideals 
such that l^i£n. Thus D E where D is a product
of finitely many non minimal prime ideals. Â O A
(5) Each higher ideal is uniquely equivalent to a finite product
o<of powers of minimal prime ideals: if A is an higher ideal, then A 
where the are a set of distinct minimal prime ideals j the[^^^^^
and the corresponding exponents are uniquely determined by A.
(a) If the ideals A and B are such that , and where
(p, ^  are distinct minimal prime ideals, then AnB/v/ flB ,
Proof: i A f \ B)® (A;B) E  A®B since (aO B)°(A,B) « [(A B)®A,
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(A B)®b] £(B®A,B®iO“ B°A. T h e n A  where N - (^,^). Since N 
properly contains the minimal prime, , and since BflSBHA, BA^BAA,
(b) If A^,......A are ideals of S such that > l£i£n,
where the [Çcl are a set of distinct prime ideals, then '
KX\ ■ '—V
Proof follows by repeated application of (a). ^
Proof of : If A is an higher ideal, then A “ fl where thet” i
Q̂ , l~i£n, are higher primary ideals, each contained in a distinct 
minimal prime ideal p  Jacobson, N. H., section 8, chapter VÎ](also see 
previous reference to appendix on algebra). Then by (b), and by
(4) where the Qp. 1 &^e minimal prime ideals, Now/?|p,-*Â  d^’J yv\ —  era.
since otherwise A/\;fld:;(\'is not equivalent to Jl . The proof of
uniqueness thus proceeds by induction on the sum of the exponents. If S ^ ^ ^ a n  
^ / y  ^  where^and^ are distinct minimal primes, then C^G^Jdiere 6/^0 .
By (l) this is impossible.
Corollary: If A is an higher ideal, then A is contained in only 
finitely many prime ideals.
Proof; Let ŵhere the are minimal prime ideals.
Thus ̂ S. A where CrvQ , If is a minimal prime ideal containing 
A, then as in (1) , ̂  is included amongst the
(6) Hypothesis; 0(a) is a principle ideal of Ô and 0(a) d  5.
Conclusion ; 0(a) is an higher ideal; by (5) 0(a) ruM Ÿ* where the 
i«l minimal prime ideals, Cp̂ v] positive integers. Refer to 
app. (II.5) for results used in proof.
Remarks preceding proof t If Q is a non-higher primary ideal, then 
there are, as shown in Jacobson 2  Chapter 6, section ^  , prime ideals (f* 
and ̂  such that Q£^c^and such that g  equals the radical of Q.
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It can be shown that an higher ideal is an irredundant short inter­
section of higher primary ideals: If A is an intersection of finitely 
many higher primary ideals, then A is also an irredundant intersection of 
finitely many higher ideals. If two distinct ideals, P and Q, of such an 
irredundant intersection have the same radical ̂  , then p H q is a non­
higher primary ideal only if either P or Q is non- higher. For, if pH Q 
then PQ S. PflQc^ and by (1) either P or Q is contained in^ ,
(See app. II.5.)
Proof: Let 5(a) be an irredundant short intersection of primary 
ideals, M Q^, If 5(a) is not an higher ideal, then by the above remarks 
one of the Q^, l£i£n, is non-higher. Such a is denoted by Q. Let 
(f> be the radical of Q and let ̂  properly contain jg . The set fcjPçoKi’î
is denoted by 9(d); ̂  . Then 5(a) 2 5(a) and, in fact, 0(a) o  0(a)
as provided in Jacobson ̂ Chapter XI, sections 7,8 (note theorem 6)]. Let 
b be an element of 0(a) : jp not in 5(a); then b/a is an element of jĵ '̂ and 
also of which is not in 5. Now by (ll.ld) ,^-'lpc^5(a)"^ = jp 5(a"̂ ) C 
^  °(5(b/a)) S. O'f thus ^  is an integral:ideal containing ̂  •
By an argument similar to that employed in (3), Let c be an
element of not in jp . Then c jgc C and x> But this
contradicts the choice of g".
Notation; Denote by )7J the set of all minimal prime ideals of 0,
Corollary: If O ^ P  (F tfaè quotient fielcl, then is
a non—null set.
Corollary: Let 5(a) be a principal ideal properly contained in 5,
Then 5(a) is contained in only finitely many jp in . (See the
corollary to (4))*
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/ / There exist u,v in 0 sucl
(7) For each (PE yy] let the set) — that a * u/v, v is not
\ /  in^.
be denoted by Ĉ p. Then pp is a ring, and is,
^  /There existuh, such A
in fact, an integral domain. Let the set f a in ̂ 4;hat a = uh, where h isl
, , 7in<p and u is a unit of >
be denoted by^ . It then follows (p is / Dp.
prime ideal of 0 and that each ideal A in Ü is equal to a uniquely deter­
mined power of j) . (0^ is referred to as ̂  " ,) Thus is a Dedikind
ring.
Proof: Clearly Pj, is an integral domain. The set, Uf , of units 
of Ppis composed of elements of the form a/b , where a and b are both 
in 0, but neither a nor b is in ̂  , Therefore,^ = Sp , ̂  0,
and is a maximal, prime ideal of 0, It is noted first that Op com­
prises the set of all elements of the form to such that h is in 5 and u
is in Dp J secondly, if a is in 0, but a is not in ^  , then a is in Up .
Let OpCau) be any principal ideal of ^  (a in Ô, u in U ,) It 
is claimed that Op (au) = (Ü ,(a))Up * First, (Sa) UpSSp (au) , On the
other hand. Op (au) 0(a)Up , for if hv is in Sp (b in 5, v in U), then
(bv)°(au) is a member of baTJp and ball#, S(a)Up ,
Let S(a) ^•'^^where the __,p^are distinct members of
, Then C°irj>®̂ ‘. 5(a) where C r^S and *C » TT<^^ } the
are, of course, a set of ideals in Ô, each of which properly contains a
member of , Since in each of the i d e a l s , _...($>«»,̂ ,~Ĵ î there is an 
element in the respective ideal that is not in-^ , it follows (see re­
mark at the end of the first paragraph of the proof) C 0(a)Up .
I — . t ^Consequently, <jp̂ £ D(au) • Conversely, by setting D 0(a) where 0,
it follows Op (au)c-p'*̂ . Thus Op (au) ** (Jp
Now let A be any ideal of 0, Let m = min. (—X in » 0(x) J ,
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It follows A =<jp ,
C l e a r l y n  = 1,2 Suppose^ ^  ̂ for some positive
integer n. Then jp'^l^E^and so £  g''" Up S
= by (1) and (3)^^^"contains an element of Ô
not in ^  , Tidience = 0^ . Therefore, S ̂  , an impossibility,
, n = 0, 1, 2, etc. Q. E. D.
(8) Let 0 be an integral domain with ascending chain conditions 
such that 0 is a proper subset of and is integrally closed in its quo­
tient field F. Then Ô is a finite, discrete principally ordered system 
with separation property.
Proof : By the first corollary to (6), the set of minimal primes
of Ü is non-null. Let ̂  be a member of . For each b in 5* , define 
v(b) = X where x is the non-negative integer such that Ĝ (b) = ̂  . I f
Vp (0) is defined to beoo , and if v is extended to F, then by (7) v is
a discrete (rank one) valuation on F and = 0^ .
Clearly 0, 0^*2 5, and it is claimed that fl = 0, Suppose(pern ̂  ftn
a is in 5 but that there is an ^  in such that a is not in 0^, Then
l/a is in £ (se« second definition in previous Chapter II) and indeed,
l/a is in . There are elements h in , u and v in 0, neither U
nor V in (̂  , such that l/a = h(u/v) . It follows u = avh is a member of
0^ =^, a contradiction.
Suppose a is in 0*, ̂  C , and v^ (a) 0. Then C(a)‘V^ *=
and by the argument employed in the above paragraph, a is in . Then 
0(a) S jp . By the first corollary to (4), then -̂ a) >  0 for at most 
finitely many g . 0 is thus a discrete, finite principally ordered
system; since consists of minimal-prime ideals, Ô has the separation
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Remarks s (Finite, discrete, principally ordered systems, neces­
sarily satisfy the separation property. Actually, the last step of the 
above proof is unnecessary. It is true that any finite, discrete prin­
cipally ordered system has the separation* property for a subset of its 
valuations. In other words, if Ô is a finite, discrete principally oi>- 
dered system with valuations (D', then a subset (D of these valuations will 
satisfy the separation property, and can be chosen such that Ô .
The subset 0 of 0' will consist of valuations
{ , /the set of elements in 5 'V xn to y such that v(x)> 0 is a minimal prime idealT *
^^rull, section 370
However, the method of II.2 may easily be used to show that a 
finite, discrete principally ordered system has the separation property. 
It is recalled that II.2 proved that if axioms I through IV are valid 
for a set of valuations on the quotient field of 5, then axioms I to IV. 
are valid on 0 for a subset of these valuations. In this proof axiom 
II* is not needed while axiom IV is used only to imply axiom IV.
An alternative proof of statements (8) and (9) is obtained in the 
following way: Van derWaerden £2a, Van.derWaerden, line 18, p. 30?; ;
line 11, p. 301, line 31, p. 30^  proves that each principal 
ideal in 0, is uniquely expressible as a product of powers of finitely 
many minimal prime ideals. Proceeding as in (I.15) the properties for 
the non-null set of valuations are readily obtained.
The concept of equivalence, defined for ideals in Ô, is readily 
extended to apply to all 0-ideals. The classes of equivalent 0-ideals 
foim a group under ideal multiplication. I f a n d  ̂  are each classes of 
equivalent 0-ideals, the product of the c l a s s e s , , is the uniquely
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determined class \ l C /  . Under this definitiona b
of class multiplication, the classes of ideals form a group. If the sys­
tem 0 is such that each of the prime ideals maximal prime
ideals, then the D-ideals A and B are equivalent if and only if A * B. 
Therefore, the finite, discrete principally ordered system 0 vfith separa­
tion property is a Dedikind ring providing that each prime ideal is maxi­
mal; indeed, the system is a Dedikind ring if and only if prime ideals 
are maximal {^Schilling, Ch. IV, sec. 1,2,g  (see II.7). Statement (9) 
proves this result using arguments on valuations.
First, however, the question arises, is the converse to statement 
(8) valid? If the integral domain S is a finite, discrete principally 
ordered system, does the ascending chain condition hold in 0? Is 0 inte­
grally closed in its quotient field, F? As indicated, in the beginning 
of the chapter, 5 wiH be integrally closed in F. However, 0 need not 
satisfy the ascending chain condition as (QhapterT§, sec.^ shows. If the 
ascending chain condition did necessarily hold in Ô, the proof of (9) 
would, of course, be superfluous,
(9) Hypothesis: Ô is a finite, discrete principally ordered sys­
tem in which the valuations satisfy the separation property. Each prime 
ideal in Ô is a maximal ideal.
Conclusion: Ô is a Dedikind ring with valuations Q.
Proof; Axiom IV must be verified to show Ô is a Dedikind ring.
It will be shown that if there is an ideal A in 0 such that AC.Ô and 
v(a) = 0 for all v in 01, then there are prime ideals ^ in 5 such that
Suppose A c  0 and v(A) = 0 for all v in 01, Then there is a maxi-
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mal^ prime ideal N such that (Refer to "Hausdorf Maximallty
Principle,” appendix 1.4») Then 0 = v(A)^ v(N) ̂  0 and so v(N) = 0 for 
all V in (D. Let a be a non-unit element of N and let 
comprise the set of all valuations in (D which do not vanish on a. Let 
= P(V̂ ) , 13S i< n, let V (a) » 0, 1^ i^n. Now vCO^-^TT^* =
0 for all V in 0 whence Ô. By (II.2d),7f^' = Oa^COa”^
/M _ U) .
TT^ ^  Oa N. Therefore, by ( 1 ) d:. N for 1 = 1, 2, or.....n* 
RemarkÎ Statements (Ô) and (9) offer a proof showing directly 
that the conditions (a) 0 is integralijr closed in Fj (b) ascending chain 
conditions hold in Oj and (c) maximality of prime ideals together guar­
antee that there are valuations 0 on 0 satisfying I-IV.
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CHAPTER IV 
ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS
The reader is especially advised to refer to the appendices as 
well as to the other references that occur in this chapter. (IV,1, IV.2, 
and III.l through III.7)
Question under considerationt Let 0 be a Dedikind ring with val­
uations (D. Let K be finite algebraic extension of F. Is K the quotient 
field of a Dedikind ring? If so, what is the nature of such a ring and 
what is the nature of the valuations on the ring?
Throughout this chapter, 5, F, K and (D refer to the sets indi­
cated above.
Notation: Let G&H and let v be a valuation on the field H. The 
mapping of H onto the rational integers (with wadded) may be restricted 
to a mapping of G into the rational integers (with ®o added) . The restric­
ted mapping is denoted by v/gj if a is in G, v/G(a) = v(a).
Definition: (prolongation of a valuation) Let u and v be valua­
tions defined on K and F respectively. If u/F = 5̂, then u is said to be 
a prolongation of v from F to K; if u is discrete (rank one), then u is 
said to be a discrete (rank one) prolongation.
(l) For each v in Q there is at least one discrete (rank one) 
prolongation of V from F to K,
Preliminary remark; If w is a valuation on a field and w(a) >w(b) , 
then w(a + b) *= w(b) . This statement, analogous to (I.l), is proved 
exactly the same argument.
Proof; First assume that K is a simple extension of F, say K =
F fa]] . Let S I  be the completion of F with respect to v (refer app.
41
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IV.l)• Let the defining equation for a over F be f(x) = 0 and let f(x) 
be represented as a product of monic, irreducible polynomials in as
Ti f̂ (x) (refer to app. III.2, para. 4)» Then a is a root of one of 
the monic, irreducible polynomials, ^f^(x)J (otherwise f(a) ^0) and, 
indeed, suppose a is a root of f̂ (x). If f̂ (x) â x̂̂ , [0;̂ ^̂ Jf%then
the field jT L f^aJ is a finite algebraic extension of /I with a basis of 
m elements. Each element of K (K = F[aj) is also an element of â| . 
Let w be the restriction to K of the valuation defined on the field 
Since Njj, coincides with v on F (refer to app, (IV.l) and IV.2), 
w  is a prolongation of V.
Since any algebraic extension K of F can be obtained as the re­
sult of finitely many successive simple extensions (app. II.2, last 
paragraph) a prolongation of the valuation v to K is obtained by success­
ively prolonging v to simple extensions.
If K has a basis over F consisting of n elements, then each a in
K is the root of an equation in F(x) of degree mln. (Refer to app. II.2)
Let f(a) = â â™ + â â™”^ =.... ®̂mr-l̂  + a^ = 0. Then w(a^a®’’̂) = w(ajâ ""̂ )
for some i / j since otherwise w(f(a)) = min {w(a.a“^̂ )( / «O . Let11 i < n 1
w(aga™^^) = w(aje.“~^, s> r. Then w(a®“^  = w(ag/aj.) = v(ag/â ) = b 
where b is a rational integer. Thus w(a) =* b/(s-r) = bc/N where c is a 
rational integer and N = 1®2®3 ......®N. If v maps F* onto the set of
rational integers Ü, then w maps K** onto a subset of the set x=y/f\f , y 
in U .
Example: Let v be a valuation of F which is a mapping onto the
integers, .......3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,....... Let K be an algebraic ex­
tension with a basis of two elements over.F. Then the extension w of
V is a mapping of K"*" onto a subset of the rational numbers whose denomina­
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tors ars t w o * ^ ^
(2) If K is a purely separable extension of F then each v in tD 
has one and only one prolongation from F to K (see app. III.4).
Proof: By (l) the valuation v in Q has at least one prolongation
to K. Let v' be any prolongation of v from F to K, Each element a in 
K is the root of an equation - b = 0 for an appropriate positive 
integer n and an appropriate element b in F (refer app. III.4). Thus 
v*(a*̂ -b) = and so v’(a*') = v' (b) = v(b) * Then v'(a) must be equal to 
v(b)/n.
Definition: conjugate prolongation. Let K' and M be respectively 
a least normal closure of K and a maximal separable subfield detemined 
by K (app. III.6). Let w* be a prolongation of the valuation v from F 
to K*. Then for CT in (app. Ill,5), and an a in M, V/^(a) is de­
fined as w" ((T a). For a ih K* but not in M w»g-(a) is set equal to the 
unique prolongation of the valuation from M to K’ (refer to statement 
2 above). The prolongations w’ and w of v are then said to be conjugate 
valuations on K*,
Finally, auiy pair of prolongations w and v from F to K are
defined to be conjugates if they are valuations w» and on K' such that 
w '/K = w, w^/K = ŵ , and such that w and are conjugate on K'. The 
notation is used to inducate a conjugate of w on K. The O' is here 
presumed to be the element in such that ^̂ (̂a) = w*(CTCX) for all a in 
M vrtiere w’ is the valuation on K' such that w'/K = vr.
In case K is normal extension of F then valuations and Wg are
conjugate if and only if there is a in such that ŵ (a) =
for all a in K.
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Actually ai^ prolongation of the valuation v from F to K is, in a 
certain sense, equivalent to a member of a set of mutually conjugate pro­
longations, This is proved in (6).
Notation (for integral dependence): Let K be a field containing 
the ring with identity element E, The set of elements of K that are inte­
grally dependent on R is denoted by I CkJ K
(3) Hypothesis: v E (D. [VK̂ ^̂ is a set of prolongations of v from 
F to K and w is in this set; moreover, any prolongation conjugate to w on 
K is in this set.
^  r\Conclusion: I TkI -  » A  Ü.. =» I i 5. .  .--------- ^ J Ov
Proof: Let K* and M be as indicated in the above definition. By 
the definition of conjugate prolongations on K, there is a set of valua­
tions on which consists of respective prolongations of the w^ from
K to K* and which includes for each O' in (including CT = I, the
identity of ), the valuation w^ on K*. As a notational convenience, 
this set of valuations on K* is also denoted by [ŵ  ̂̂ .
(a) I Cm ] r =n(3(w\) n  M) = (iCown M).
Proof of (a) ; Let b be in the I f m ] r: , and let b be a root
of the monic polynomial (app. III.l) + - -------- + a^ in
which the [â J are elements in Ô. Then w^(a^) = v(â ) 0, l^i-èm,
1 & jzÉy# . Suppose w.(b) <1 0 for some subscript j. Then w.(b7 <J J
Wj(aib”̂“^), IS i< m and so Wj(b°̂  +a^b“̂”^ +  â ) = Wj(b“) /oo .
Therefore, w.(b) !^0, l i jsn. i Cm] S f\(0(w^)n M).
p. ^ Ov •■=*
Let ^ £ A 1 ^  M) . Then c is in M, and the defining equation
for c is f(c) « jr (x- QZ^M) = 0 where the [ are a subset
of the [01] (app. III.?). Let the coefficients of f(x) be denoted
by [â ] Since w = ŵ  ̂(c) > 0, l^i ±m, it follows w(â ) =
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v(â ):5 0, ii k, since the i=l the symmetric functions of
the fÔ  cj (App. III.7.) The element c is, therefore, in .
9C r \  ^It follows n  (Ô(Wĵ ) n M) ^  _ (Ô Ü M) ^  I CKIg Cisi (re '-'v —
(OwiA*̂ ) > and (a) is proved, (Refer to App. III.5.)
(b) Let OtK and bc M  , and suppose that a is an n^^ root of b 
for some positive integer n. Then a is in i(k 3?t if and only if b is in
Proof of (b) : Assume b is in l[Kt with a monic equation f (b) =
b“̂ + a^b™^^ + .....  +a^ * 0, in which «•-aj are members of Ô,
Let g(x) » f(xP). Then g(a) = f(b) = 0. All of the coefficients of g(x) 
are in and the coefficients of the leading term, is one. There­
fore, a is in I(k]-,
Suppose a is in CD [k| Then a*̂ = b is in the ring i CkI- •~ Ov Ov
(Refer to app. III.l.)
Returning to the proof of (3), if a is in K» but a is not in M 
then a is the root of a polynomial xP*̂ -b * 0 in which b M and p*̂ is a 
power of positive prime integer; if a is in K as well as in K', then b 
is in m O K. According to (2) the only prolongation, w^', of the valuation 
w ./m O k from M K to K is such that w. > (a) = w. (b)/p’̂. Thus, ŵ »(a) 2: 0 
if and only if w. (b)> 0. Therefore, if a£ K. then a ^  in f\ 5(w.) if and 
only i£ b is in n(5wj H M) . Again, since the prolongation to K of the 
valuation w^/m O k, where is unique, it follows that a is Howg
if and only if b is in Ml* By (b) a is ^  ~  ^
b is in i(Mjg • These three underlined statements, together with (a) 
above, complete the proof of (3).
Definition (equivalent. inequivalent prolongations): If w^ and
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Wg are prolongations of a valuation from F to K, then and Wg are said
to be equivalent valuations (or prolongations) if 0 implies thàt
Wg(x) Z 0 and ŵ (x) ̂  0 implies that w^(x)^0 whenever x is in K« If this 
condition does not hold for all x in K then w^ and w^ are said to be in­
equivalent, The set [ w^^ of prolongations of v to K is said to 
be inequivalent if each distinct pair from the set are inequivalent,
(4) Let be a set of prolongations of the valuation v
form F to K isuch that any w , 1 j £̂ n, CTe^^, is equivalent to at leastJar
one of the w^, 16. i< n. Let [W];] be a set of prolongations of v which
includes all of the [ w.l j It then follows H  0„ « H  0„ * I (k]- ,i* i-i. v-i w^ w^ ' JOy
ProofÎ The proof follows by (3) and the definition of equivalent 
valuations,
(5) HypothesisÎ are a set of inequivalent, discrete pro­
longations of the valuation v from F to K,
Conclusion t If [a^^ is a set of elements of K, and if M is a
positive integer, there then exists ̂  in K such that ŵ (z-a^) ̂ M, 16 it. n#
(a) Under the above hypothesis, for each pair of distinct Wĵ 
and Wj, i / j, there exists an element x in K such that w^(x)>0, and Wj
(x)< 0; there exists y in K such that w^(y)> 0 and WgCy)^ 0,
Proof: If w^ and Wj are inequivalent, then either there exists 
a in K such that w^(a)2r0 and WgCa) < 0 or there exists b in K such that 
w^(b)<0 and w^(b)> 0. Suppose that the first possibility is true, and 
in fact, suppose that W2̂ (a) = 0, There exists c in F such that v(c)> 0, 
Then w^(c) =» Wg(c) = v(c)> 0. For sufficiently large n, ŵ (a*'c)'>0, 
Wg(a^c)C 0, The required elements are a^c and l/a^c respectively,
(b) Under the hypothesis of (5) there exists x in K such that
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0 , w^(x)> 0, w^(x)> 0.... W^_^(x) > 0, and w^(x)>0.
Prooft The following statement is logically equivalent to 
the statement to be proved; There exists ÿ in K such that w^(y)'>0, 
i*2(y)< 0, ŵ Cy)*̂  ̂ 0, w^(y)^ 0. If z satisfies one of the
conditions, then l/z satisfies the other.
Statement (a) proves (b) for a case in which the [w^ consist
of but two valuations. Inductively assume the equivalent statement is 
valid for any set of n-1 valuations. Let £ be an element of K such that
> 0, ^2(0)4 0, w^(c)< 0.... It may be assumed w^(c) >0,
Let d be an element of K such that w^(d)'>0, ŵ (d) <dO, and let £ be a 
positive integer such that abs.I W2(c®)> abs, ŵ (d) , zsi^rn. Then w^
(c + d®)> 0 and w^(c + d®)*- 0, i = 2, 3,......or m. (1. Abs. is a nota­
tion for absolute value.)
(c) Let M be a positive integer. Under the hypothesis of (5)
there is an element z in K such that ŵ (y-l) > M, ŵ (y) > M, ŵ (y)> M.....
v^(y)>
Proof; By (b) there exists a in K such that w^(a)> 0, ŵ (a)<̂  0, 
2i 1 Sn. Let £ be a positive integer. It follows w^(a®/l + a®) = w^
(1 + a®) - w^(l + a®) = w^(a®), 2^ i< n. Also, - 1) = Wĝ (-1/
1 + a®) = -ŵ (a®) . Hence z = a®/(l+a®)/" is the required element for s 
sufficiently large.
Proof of (̂ ) : By (c) for each K, l^k<n, there exists x^ in K 
such that M and l-i£^n, i / k. As in (II.6) this
result suffices to guarantee that each Chinese Remainder equation has a 
solution.
(6) Let  w ^  be inequivalent discrete (rank one) prolonga­
tions of the valuation v from F to K. Let designate the valuation ring
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Ô and let 5» designate the ring A  0̂  • It follows there are exactly n i
prime ideals in S'.
(a) Under the hypothesis (6) each ideal A of O' is equal to 
the set 0  A. in which A. is an ideal of 0. and A. - O.A, li i£nj (b) con-cti i 1 i 1 1 '
Tersely, each set [a^3 in which A^ is an ideal of 0^, l^i< n, is 
such that A *> A^ is an ideal of O' and A^ = Ô Â, 1- i6 n.
Roof of A; Let A be an ideal of O' • Clearly O^A is an ideal of
m ^
0., IS i^n, and kS f\0.°A, Suppose a is a member of H  Oi°A. For fixed
tci ^
1, 11 i Sn, there exists a^ in A such that ŵ (a) = Wĵ (aĵ ) because of the
following argument: Let a a 'b where a.» is in A, b. is in 0|&,. 1< j< m.
ÿ-si J j J J
Since it is impossible that w^(a^')> ŵ (a) for all j, l^j^m, a subscript
k may be chosen such that ŵ Câ '̂) < ŵ (a) , Then w^^a^wa^') = w\ (a) and
â wâ ' is in A providing that â " is chosen to be an element of O' such
that w^(a^«) = ŵ (a) - ŵ (aĵ «).
Let M equal max -Tw. (a)V • By (5c) there is a set of elements i«l,n^ 1
in K, [ĉ ] such that Wj(c^)>M for i / j and such that ŵ (cĵ -l) > M.
Therefore, ŵ (ĉ ) » 0 and w^(a^c^) = ŵ (a) j for i ^ j, w^Ca^c^) ̂ w^(c^) >
MZw^(a)^ 0. Let d It follows d is in A and ŵ (̂d) = ŵ (a) ,
1 ^ i— n. Hence, d/a is an element of O', and a = (a/d) d is in A.
'Proof of (b): Let [â ] ̂Z± be such that is an ideal of 5̂ ,
l^iin. Define A' A^. Then A* is an ideal of O' and 0^®A'— Aĵ ,
If is-n. Consider any set of elements j[â ] such that â  ̂is in Aĵ ,
1 - i5 n. Define M = y ^ ^^(a^)^ . By (5) there is an element of K, a,
dL s insuch that w.(a-a.)> M, 1 -i <n. It follows w (a) = w (a ) and so a
^  i l
is a multiple of a. in the ring Sj. Thus a is in ( ik ^ = A'. Let k be a1 a “* a
fixed subscript, lé kin. The element â  ̂is equal to (â /̂a) a, and there-
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fore is in A'5̂ . A*0% = Aĵ., Ij? n.
(c) Under the hypothesis of (6), for any rational number r>0, 
there exists a^ in C' such that >r and = 0 for l^i<n, i / k.
Proofs There is a set of elements in 0, such that
= 0, l<i^n, i / k, and >r. By (5) there exists aĵ in K
such that ŵ (̂â -bĵ ) >r, l&i <n. H follows * 0, i ^ kj ŵ (aĵ ) > r,
A^ is on O'.
Proof of Theorems Each of the valuation rings 0^ has one and only 
one prime ideal, ^  consists of elements having non-zero
value; see Iĵ l) By statements (a) and (b) there is a one-to-one corres­
pondence between ideals. A, in 0* and sets ĵ Â I of ideals in the re­
spective 0̂ , l^i<nj the correspondence is such that whenever A and
correspond, then A = Denote by jli the ideals of
0* such that AjOj = for one subscript j and AĵDĵ => 0^ for all the other 
n-1 subscripts, i. The [ are easily shown to be prime ideals;
by (c) the C must be distinct prime ideals. To complete the
proof of (6) it must be shown that if the ideal A is not equal to
......or O', then A cannot be a prime ideal of Ô*.
Suppose AC 5 and A » H  A^Ô . Since A / <|̂ , ....or it
follows then that either (i) Â O'̂  ̂c  and AjO^ Ç for at least
two distinct subscripts k and m or else (ii) Â Ô̂  < C f o r  some k and
A^5^ » 0^ for i / k. In case (i) by (c) there exists a in O' such that
ŵ (a) = 0 for i / k, ŵ (a) = * there exists b in O' such that
w. (b) « 0 for i / m, w (b) = w (A ®0 ) , It then follows that a is noti' ' m m m m
in A and b is not in A but that ab is in A unless Aĵ Ô  S  for values
of i distinct from k and m. In any case of type (i), however, repeated
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application of (c) yields a finite set of elements of Oj none of iirtiich is
in A, but vihose product is A. In case (i), the element a (above) is not
in A, but a*̂  is in A for n .sufficiently large,
(7) Hypothesis; v is in 0, w is a prolongation of v from F to K,
Conclusion; Any prolongation of v from F to K is equivalent to a
prolongation conjugate to w.
Proof; The relationship (the prolongation ir£ of v is
equivalent to the prolongation ŵ ) is an equivalence relation, (Refer:
"Galois Group," app, oIII^-gèction ; "Equivalence Rel,", app,
Ssotdon 5.) Let m be an integer equal to the number of equivalence classes
for the set , Let |w ,w I be a set consisting of oneL 1 tn J
member from each of the m classes. Then is a set of inequiva­
lent prolongations of the valuation v.
Suppose that there actually is a prolongation, W  of v from F to
K such that w* rvy is false for all Then w*, w^, is
a set of inequivalent prolongations of v. Since by (l) every prolonga­
tion of V is discrete (rank one), it followŝ ., by (6) that there are m *11 
^ d  A prime ideals in the respective rings,( AOw' and A  Ovy^ •
This is impossible, since by (4) AOw' f \ ( X > w ^ -*•? \
The question proposed at the beginning of the chapter can now be
answered, K is the quotient field of a Dedikind ring 0„, will coin-
K. K.
cide with the set l[K]- of elements in K that are integrally dependent 
on 0, The valuations (D on K or on 0^ arise in the following way;
For each v in (D let w^ be cA j prolongation of v from F to K de- 
fined as in (1), In other words, if a is in K, then ŵ (̂a) is the norm 
of a with respect to the field/iCa] over the field X L  , As in (?), a
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set of Inequlvalent prolongations is chosen from the equivalence classes
which together comprise all prolongations conjugate to ŵ .̂ Let [ŵ ^̂
,......w^ *1 denote such a set; let fll' denote the set Tw^. | iâiv j2 liyi _  ̂  t. 1 j V In m
and finally, let Ô denote the subset of K, ta Nv
(8) Conclusion: 0^ is a Dedikind ring with valuations ID* ; I^K]- »
Og.; and K is the quotient field of 5g*
(a) If a is in Og then w^^(a) / for at most finitely many w^^
in (D.
Proof: If is in 0, clearly w\ (a);6 0 for at most finitely 
many w^^ in flj*; indeed, if a is in F, then ŵ ^(a) / 0 for at most finite­
ly many w^^ in Ql' •
Consider an element b in 0„ which is not in 0. Let b be aK
root of f(x) = 0 where f(x) = +a2X+ag. (Refer:
"Equations " in app. Ill, §eb. 2pparàgEaph 2.) It will be shown that ŵft>) only i
/ 0 for some a^, l^i-^J, whence w^^ (b)> 0 is possible only for
in the finite set ,CT { W^.
J “ 1
Suppose, then, to the contrary, that for some w in Œ* w(b)>Obut
w(â ) = 0, If ilm. Then w(f(^)) = w(a^^^ +.................. +.....
= m{&q) /oO , a contradiction.
(b) If w^ and w^ are distinct members of CD', then there exists 
X in Og such that w^(x)> 0 and Wg(x) = 0,
Proof: The required element x is in Ô itself if w, and w_ are■ '    — 1 2
prolongations of different members of CD. Suppose, then, that w and wL I 2
w ^  ̂  is the complete set of prolongations of v that are members of CD' •
By (5b) there exists b in K such that w^^(b)<0, and such that w^^(b)^ 0,
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k£n^, k / i. Âlso^ by (l), there exists c in 0 and there exists a 
positive integer m such that » 0, and ŵ ĵ (b°̂ c)̂ 0 for all k ̂  i,
li k< n̂ , _____  in particular for k = j.
According to (a) let all negative values of b®c be included in the
set   By (1,2b) there is
an element d in 0 such that v̂ (d) > 0, l^i^n and such that v(d) = 0, It
follows w ̂ (b“̂ cd^)>0 for sufficiently large n, 1^ il r, 11 j <n .
J î
Therefore, w(b®cd^) > 0 for all w in fflj moreover, ŵ (̂b®̂ cd”) = 0 and 
w^j(b®cd“)> 0#
(c) In 0 each prime ideal is maximal.K
Proof: Let g  be prime ideal of Og and let A be an ideal of 
Og that properly contains ^  , Ther^O 5 must contain a non-zero element 
of 0. Let a / 0, and let f(a) = 0 be the defining equation for a.
If f(x) = x“ + a^^^x™^^ + .....+â , then a^ / 0. (Otherwise text; ^
is reducible^ see app. II1.2.),, and a^ is I n ^ H O  • Thus^ 0 0 is a 
prime ideal in 0, and^H 0 ^  A A 0. If ̂  O 5 Cl A /I 0* then by 
(1,8) and (1,12) aO 5 = 0  whence A contains the identity element. In this 
case A = 0̂ ,
JV
In the following way it is shown that^/I Ô c. A Aos Let h be an 
element of A not in , Let f(h) « 0 be the defining equation for h and
let f(h) = b ^ h ™  +bQ. Then bg is in aC^Oj it may be assumed
that b^ is also in ^AO. Thus, b^h^ + + ......b^h is in (pAÔ,
and since h is not in(JpO 0, b^h™"^ + + .......+ b^ is a member
of 0 £ A n 0, Then, b^ is in A A 0, and, as previously, it may be 
assumed that b^ is injjjO 0, However, if this argument is successively 
repeated, after a certain number of steps m, mSn, it must follow that
in^O.
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Proof of (8): (a) and (b) proved that the valuations flj* on 0^ 
satisfy axioms II and III for a Dedikind ring; since by definition 0^ =
0  axiom I is valid (see last para, of proof for 112). Becausew  t gr "
prime ideals in 0^ are maximal by (c), Og is a Dedikind ring with valua­
tions {D*.
Let X be an element of l[K^^. Then for each v in (D, x is in 
and so by (4), z is in Q  0%!^ for each v in ID; x is in I^Kj- C
0^. By simply reversing the steps of the preceding argument, the con­
clusion 8^gSl[K]-. is obtained. l[k]- = Oĵ *
K is proved to be the quotient field of 5g in the following way:
Let h be in K, f(h) = 0 where f(x) = x*̂  + + ......a^. Let v̂ ,
v^,......v̂  be a set of valuations in (D which includes valuations v (of
fl)) for which v(â ) + 0, j = 0, 1, 2,......or n-1. Set M = max |-v^(a^)^
4“?. There is an element a in 0 such that v. (a)> M, v. (a) > 0, 1^ i_< m. i=l j=l i a *
Let g(x) = x^ + *  â â .̂ Then g(x) is a monic
polynomial with coefficients, a^^a, a^^a^,......aga°̂ , all in 0; also
g (ax) = 0 if and only if f (x) = 0. Therefore ^  is an element of 1 [kJ-
= Og and h is the quotient of the elements ̂  and h from 0̂ .
Remaries: applications of results to finite, discrete principally 
ordered systems with separation property: Suppose the hypothesis for the 
valuations {D on 0 are altered so that only axioms I-III are valid; in other 
words prime ideals are not necessarily maximal in 0. Can results similar 
to the above still be obtained for an appropriate subring of the algebraic 
extension K? It is observed that axiom IV is not used in this chapter
except to prove that prime ideals are maximal in the ring 0^ (9a). All
other proofs are valid without axiom IV. Therefore, if 0 is a principally 
ordered system satisfying axioms I, II and III, just exactly as above
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valuations fll' can be defined on a ring 0^; the set of valuations flJ* can be 
constructed from 0 in precisely the same manner as in (1) and (7) and the 
ring Ojc can again be defined as the intersection of the valuation rings.
It will follow that axioms I, II and III are valid in Ojj.j K will be the 
quotient field of 0^ and the ring of integrally dependent elements from K, 
i (k}q will coincide with 0̂ .
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CHAPTER V 
EXAMPLES
Examples of rings which are Dedikind rings or which satisfy 
some of the properties of Dedikind rings are considered below. Each 
section of this chapter considers a certain specific example.
Example 1. Ring of integers; The ring of inters I is a Gaussian
ring Chapter IV., Sec. The only units of I are +1 and -1, and the
only associates of an element are +a and -a* Therefore, the set JP of
those positive integers that are prime comprises a set of elements, no
distinct two of which are associates; moreover, every prime integer is
an associate of some member of IP . For each prime ̂  in ̂  , define ^(a)
as the integer corresponding to the power of^ in the finite prime power
representation of the non—zero element a. Define v (a) = 0 if the prime
is not represented. Define v̂ (0) for all p in Hp , For example,
12 = (2̂ ) (3) (-1); Vg(-12) = 2, v̂ (12) = 1, 1̂ (12) = 0 for all other p
in IP . Each v i s a  valuation on I and the set of valuations fVp] satis-
Pe«p
fies axioms I to III. Also, axiom IV is valid because I is a principle 
ideal ring.
Let R denote the mtional numbers, the quotient field of I. As 
usual, each valuation v can be extended to the quotient field by defining 
v(b/a) = v̂ (b) - Vp(a). The set fll* of the extended valuations then 
satisfies axioms I'-IV*. (Refer to statement of result (II.2).) For 
all a in I, define w(a) as follows: w(a) = ŵ (a) + v̂ (a) . w is then a 
valuation of I. Let w be extended to R. The set fl of the extended 
valuations, then satisfies axioms I*, III*, and IV* on R*
56
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Of course, distinct pairs of satisfy axiom II'* If £ is a member of
^  distinct from either 2 or 3, then ? (p) = 1, w(p) = 0  and v (2) = 0,P P
Wp(2) = 1. Also = 1, w(2/3) = 0, and = 0, w(3) = 1. Fin­
ally, ■v̂ (3/2) = 1, w(3/2) = 0, and v̂ (2) = 0, ŵ (2) = 1. The set (D then 
satisfies axiom II' *
As pointed out in the proof of (II.2) and as now illustrated by 
this present example, the set of valuations satisfying axioms I'-IV on 
the quotient field may well properly contain the set of valuations satis­
fying axioms I-IV on the ring.
Example 2. Algebraic extension of a Dedikind ring: Again denote
by I, R, and the integers, the rationale, and the set of prime (posi­
tive) integers respectively. Consider the polynomial x^ + 1. As is
customary, let i denote a root of this polynomial. Then and -i are
the roots of x^ + 1. According to (III.7), R (i) will be then the quotient 
field of a Dedikind ring composed of the totality of elements (of R (i))
that are integrally dependent on I. If a + hi is in R(i), b / 0, then
the defining equations for a + bi is x^ - 2ax + (b^ - â ) =0. Thus a
p p+ bi is in the Dedikind ring if and only if 2a and b - a are integers,
(See £63ection 14.|]») This ring is the set I(i) ̂ a  + bi in R(i)/a and
b integer^. The valuations ID' on I(i) are composed of the following 
members: For each ̂  in tP there is a valuation equal to the nom N 
over a completion of R (with respect to v) ; also, there are valuations 
conjugate to ŵ . The question then arises, how many conjugate valuations 
are possible? Since R(i) is a nomal extension of R with basis (1, i) 
over R, the only possible R-automorphisms of R(i) are the identity auto­
morphism mapping each element onto itself and the automorphism O' defined
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by C  (i) = —i. Thus the only valuation conjugate to besides itself,
is the valuation such that Wg(a + bi) = Wg(a - bi).
For example, consider possible prolongations of the valuation v^ 
from R to R(i)• Consider the roots of the polynomial x^ + 1 which are 
in the field . Is x^ + 1 reducible in J%3(x)? If so it has a root r 
in iT-3* As provided by appendix IV.5, set r = ̂  ÿĵ 3i, r̂  in I, O-i^'H 
(It is not possible that r K<0, j in this case ŵ (r) < 0,
but the roots of x^ + 1 are members of l(i).) Then r̂  = (tq + 3^r^^^)^
“ ^1. Therefore, r^^ must be congruent to -1, mod 3* However, if r^ s
0 mod 3» ? 0 mod 3; if r^^ = 1 mod 3, Tq^ = -2 mod 3; if Tq = -1 mod
3, = —2 mod 3« Thus x^ + 1 is irreducible over (x) and no root of
this polynomial is in jTZ). The valuations w^ and w^ each must be the 
restriction of the only possible valuation N/l to the field R(i). w^ = 
w^. In general, the prolongations w^ and of v form R to R(i) are
Qequal vrtienever n = 1 mod p is valid for no positive integer n.
Suppose p is a member of IP for which there exists an integer i,
21 s -1 mod • As an example, consider P = 5* Then 2 = -1 mod 5, and
x^ + 1 = X^ -4 = (x-2) (x+2) mod 5 or mod P(v^\. By Hensel's lemma (see 
app, IV.4) * x^ + i is then reducible in (x) . Let x^ + 1 = (x+r) (x-b)
eo
where r = r̂ 5 and ifdiere r is a root of x^ + 1. (Refer IV,4 and
IV.5*) The first term, Tq of r must be either +2 or -2. It may be pre­
sumed to be +2.
+ 1 = 0 = 0°5® + + 0° 5̂  +   ............
r = 2 + r^5^ + r^^g^ +...........+ r^5^...........
Then 2(2) + 1 + 2®2°r^°5^ + h^ = 0. Here, h^ consists of terms in the 
product r^ which involve 5̂ , n> 2. Therefore, p-Section 19.2(2) + 1
otes the completion of R with respect to v̂ .
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+ 4r_°5 = 0 mod 5^ or 1 + 4r, = 0 mod 5*X “ 1 ”
= 1 mod 5*
r = 2 + 5^ + r_5^ +....... r 5*̂ +.............2 n
Therefore, 2°2 + 1 + 2®2®5^ + 5  ̂+ 2°2®rg5^ + = 0, Here consists
of terns of the product r̂  involving 5^, n 2_3« Consequently, 2(2) + 1 +
4^5^ + 5^ + 4r_5^ =* 0 mod 5̂ * 2 + i+r = 0 mod 5» Therefore, r = 2 mod 5*
—  2 2 “
The argument above then justifies the formula, valid for any positive
integer n, 4r + -~ i- = 0 mod 5» Here Kn is the sum of all terms of
either the expression r̂  or else of the expression + 1 vrtiich in­
volves 5̂  for some integer j, 0^ j£n. In other words, is 1 +
r. r.5^^^ where the sum extends over all pairs i, j of non-negative inte-[ X J
gers such that i+jsn. It follows a =1 mod $, that a = 4  mod 5, etc,^ 4 ”
Let a + bi be in l(i). Then w^ (a + bi) is the value of a + 2b«90 .
br^with respect to v in the completion field (app. IV.l) . As pro­
vided by app, IV.5, w^(a + bi) is then zero unless a + bi =0 mod 5* But 
if a + 2b = 0 mod 5, then w?(a + bi) equals k where k is the first index
CM»
for which the coefficient of 5̂  in is not zero. The conju-LS'I
gate prolongation ŵ (a + bi) is of course given by ŵ (a + bi) = ŵ (a - bi) •
For example, ŵ (4 + 3i) = v(4 + 3°2 + 3®1®5̂  + 3°2®5̂  + 3®1®5̂  +...... )
= v(7®5̂  + 3°5̂  +...... ). w5(4 + 3i) = 2. w|(4 + 3i) = ŵ (4 - 31) =
v(l - 3®1 - 3®2®5̂  - 3®1®5^...... ) = v(2 - 6®5^+...... ). w|(4 + 31)
= 0, Consideration of the element — —i—  shows that ŵ  and ŵ  are In-4+31 1 2
equivalent. The prime ideals P(ŵ ) and P(ŵ ) corresponding to the two 
valuations will now be characterized. P w^ = Sÿ/x in l(i), ŵ (x) > 0̂  = 
|a/x *= a + bi, a and b integers, a + 2b = 0 mod 5̂ * Likewise, P ŵ
^x/x = a + bi, a and b integers, a - 2b = 0 mod For the element
2
a +
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bi of l(i) to be in p(ŵ j one of the following situation mist hold: 
a = 0 ,  b s O j a s l ,  b = 2 i a * 2 ,  b = 3 ; a = 3 ,  b = l j a = 4 j b s 3  
(congruences mod 5)• In order that a + bi is in P the possible situ­
ations are:
a = 0, b = Cl a = 1, b = 3; a s 2, b 2 1; a s 3, b = 4; a = 4, b £ 2,
In conclusion it is interesting to note that l(i) is a Gaussian
ring as well as a Dedikind ring. A mapping of l(i) into the positive 
integers is defined by the relation (a + bi) = a^ + b̂ . If m and n are 
in I(i) , then (mn) = (m) (n) . Therefore, if u is a unit of l(i),
= 1. If l(i) is not a Gaussian ring, there must be an integer n and
two distinct sets of relatively prime%ositive integers ^x,y^ and/u,v| 
such that n = + y^ = u^ + v̂ . As arguments in Nage 11 Section 5^
and WrightQ-^Section 14.0 indicate, this is not possible.
Other references to this section are ̂ %ect. ?6, Bewertung von 
Alg. Erwei^, and Valuations of Alg. No. Fields'].
Example A non-Gaussian Dedikind ring: In view of examples 1
and 2, it might be conjectured that every Dedikind ring is Gaussian. The 
example of the ring l( fZTg ) shows this conjecture is false. Here 
and are roots of the equation x^ + 5 = 0. R(\T^ ) is then a finite
algebraic extension of the rationals R and is therefore the quotient field 
of a Dedikind ring. By the same type of argument used in example 2, this 
ling is simply the set of elements l( \ f ^  ) = |a + bN/̂ ST in R( \Ps )/a 
and b in l(the set of integers)J[’ , I(vTs ) is a standard well-known 
example of a non-Gaussian ring. A proof of this property of l(\f-5) appears 
in Jacobson ̂ example in Ch. IV, Sec, 0*
Example 4* A finite discrete principally ordered system with
and b a re  r e l a t i v e ly  prim e i f  a and b have no common m u lt ip le s  
ex ce p t z e ro .
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separation property that is not & Dedikind ring* Let G be a Gaussian
domain (integral domain). Let G(x) denote the set of all polynomials in
F(x) (where F is the quotient field of G) with coefficients in G, G(x)
is also a Gaussian domain. ^Ch. IV, Sec. 10, 1^ Consider l(x) where I
denotes the integers. The only units of I are +1 and -I, A polynomial,
^  , a 0, is termed positive or negative accordingly asL=. o n
a^ is positive or negative. Let be the set of positive prime elements 
of l(x) • As in example 1, for each p in ÎP define Vp (a) to be the power 
of p that occurs in the essentially unique prime power representation of 
a given element a. Again, the set of valuations {Vp^p^^atisfies axioms 
I, II, and III, Consider the ideal (x,2) — ^ a in l(x)/ a = bx + c2 for 
some elements b and c in I(x^ . Then (x,2) consists of all the elements 
of l(x) excepting the odd integers, ^ -3,-l,l,3,.. •. • Vp (x,2) = 0 
for allp in fP , Actually (x,2) is a maximal prime ideal that contains 
the prime ideal (x), (Reference[^^Section 63, "Einfache Transcendents 
Erweit,J )
Example A finite discrete principally ordered system in which
the ascending chain condition is not valid; It is noted that if G is a
Gaussian ring the polynomial ring G(x) can just as well be indicated by
G(^) where n is any index. If n£«#^Sec, 10, Ch, I^ Let 1̂  denote I,
I denote l(x_) or l(x), Inductively, let I denote I ,(x ). For n =J_ -L XI TL
1,2...... I is a Gaussian domain. Finally, let denote .
loo is then the set of all finite sumsW\
 X,,  kA-*• j =• *
Two such sums o r  members o f  I« ?  a re  eq u a l i f  and o n ly  i f  th e  same c o l le c ­
t io n  o f  s u b s c rip ts  i . and corresponding exponents k . appear in  each
 ̂ j
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sum and also if the corresponding coefficients equal. For
a given element p of I let m equal the maximum of the subscripts 
in a finite sum that represents p. Then p is in but p is not in 
for n > m. Hence p is in no way representable as a finite product of 
elements, one of which is not in The unique prime power representa­
tion of p that occurs in is also a unique representation in lov. lo© 
is Gaussian, and therefore, as in examples 1 and 4> a non-null set (D of 
valuations can be defined on satisfying axioms I, II, and III. The 
ascending chain condition is not valid in I • Consider the properly
ascending chain in vAiich the n^^ ideal is generated by (x̂ , Xg.. x̂ )
(x̂ ) , CT (xĝ ,x̂ )c2 ^2* ̂ 3^*.....   Reference si ^^Sec.
63, "Einfache Transcendents Erweit,'* and Sec. 64, "Der Transcendergrod.'•)
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Appendix I 
BASIC SET CONCEPTS
Section 1. Introduction. The meta-mathematical and/or logical 
notion of set and element is not defined. The statement "a is an element 
(or a member of) in B” is denoted symbollically by "a € Aw” The set A 
is said to be contained in the set B if each element of A is also an 
element of B. In each case, A is said to be a subset of B and also B
is said to contain A. The notation "A B" or "B 2^ A" means A is con­
tained in B and B contains A. The negation of A s  B or of B 3 A i s
indicated by A ̂  B or by B ̂  A, Thus, A ^  B means that there is an
element in the set A which is not in the set B. The sets A and B are 
said to be equal if A and B are composed of the same elements ; set equali­
ty of A and B is indicated by A = B. It is observed that A = B if and 
only if A s B and B ̂  A. The set A is said to be properly contained 
in the set B or B is said to properly contain A if A S. B but if A does 
not equal B. The notation Ac: B or B o  A indicates such a relation.
A null-set is a set vhich consists of not a single element. Such a set 
is denoted by 0.
Class of setsI set operations: A class of sets is a collection
of sets in which all members, A^, of the collection are contained in
some preassigned fundamental set or space. In this sense a class is a
set composed of elements that are subsets of the space. Let ̂ Aijbe a
class of sets. The union of the sets in the class is the set consisting
of all elements of the space which are members of at least one set in the
c la s s .  T h is  un ion  is  denoted b y  U A c o r  by in  case th e  c la s s  i s1-»
w e ll-o rd e re d  and indexed  by th e  s u b s c r ip t i(s e e  app. 1 .4 ) •  The i n t e i v  
s e c t io n  o f  se ts  i n  th e  c la s s  i s  th e  s e t  c o n s is tin g  o f  a l l  e lem ents o f
63
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the space which are members of each set In the class. This intersection 
is denoted by HA^or by flfl* in case the class is well-ordered and in- 
dexed as above.
Other notation : ” -3 “ is used to mean the phrase “there exists"; 
" 9  “ is used to mean “such that." Thus “3 A ̂  a f B“ means "there 
exists an element a in the set A such that a is also in the set B." The 
notation ^x€ S/ property "P" holds^ denotes the subset of S which
consists of all elements that have property P, If A and B are elements
of a set, the phrase “a equals b“ or the notation "a = b“ means that a 
and b are the same element. The negation of “a = b“ is indicated by 
“a / b.“
For details of the above discussion refer to Kershner (^h. •
Section 2. Ordering Relation, Let A be a set. An ordered pair 
of A is an arrangement of subsets of two elements from A. Thus (a,b) 
where a and b are elements from A is an ordered pair of A. Two ordered 
pairs of A are considered to be equal if and only if the two pairs con­
sist of the same arrangement of the same two elements; e.g., (a,b) is not 
equal to (b,a) unless a = b. A relation on A is a subset of the set of 
ordered pairs of A. Let R be a relation on A. The element a is then 
said to be related to the element b, denoted by a R b, if and only if 
(a,b) is in R, The relation R is termed an ordering (or an ordering
relation) and A is said to be ordered by R (or A is said to be ordered)
if R has the following properties: (i) for any pair of elements, a and 
b, from A either a R b or else b R a; (ii) if a R b and b R c, then a R c;
(iii) if a R b and b R a, then a = b.
An ordering relation R is frequently denoted by “> ." Thus a b 
means a R b. If “> “ is an ordering relation, then the converse relation
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"is also an ordering relation. "< "is defined as follows: a^ b
if and only if b:> a. If a and b are elements of an ordered set, then a
is said to succeed or be greater than b, denoted b y a > b ,  i f a > b  but
a / b; a is said to precede or be less than b, denoted by a b, if a< b
but a / b. For a detailed discussion refer to Kershner ̂ Sec, 4*8 and 15*3»
Example 1. Let I be the set of positive integers, { OJ, 2 - -]•
Define a > b where a and b are in I, as follows: a Z b if and only if
either a = b or else a - b is a positive integer (refer to ^Chapter VÜI)*
Example 2. Let be a set of rational integers: R^ ..... .
- ™/n, -mr-l/n,...... -l/n,0,l/n/2/n,where n is an integer*
Define " > "on R^ as follows: b/n > a/n if and only if the integer b
is greater than or equal to the integer a as provided in example 1*
Example 3* Let R^ be a set of rational integers as above, Â
set of extended rational integers, R^*, is a set comprised of the rational
integers R together with two new elements, of and - <=0 , Elements in R XI XI
are greater than or less than one another according to the same relation
as before while - a £ for all a in B •n
Section 3* Mappings. Let S and S* be sets. Suppose that for 
each a in S there is a uniquely defined element (a) in S', This cor­
respondence, , between elements of S and S' is termed a mapping of S
into S' and is indicated by ̂  ; S —? S'. The mapping ^ : S S* is said 
to be a mapping onto S' if for each b in S' there is an element a in 3 
such that Ç)(a) = b. The mapp^g : S— >S* is said to be single-valued 
if for each element a of S' the set |x£S/(?f)Cj = consists of at most 
one element. If the mapping (J : S-> S' is single-valued and onto, then 
for each element a of S' the set mentioned above consists of exactly one
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element* The single-valued onto mapping is often called a one-to-one 
correspondence or a correspondence between S and S'* Then de­
fined by X where x is the element in S for which = a, is
a single-valued onto mapping* (Refer to ̂ Introduction, Sec* 2̂  and 
to (^Section 5*4̂ )
C onsid er th e  m apping, Ç) » S —^ R^* -vdiere R ' i s  a  s e t  o f  e x ­
tended r a t io n a l  in te g e r s *  The fo llo w in g  d e f in i t io n s  are  made: m in  
= p i f  p i s  a r a t io n a l  in te g e r  such th a t  (yCk)? p f o r  a l l  b i n  S and i f
Q (.c^ -  p for at least one element c in 8; min = f o  means that
S
CPCtl a* oo for all b in Sj ndn{(jp(cî j’ = — «so means that for each rational 
integer p there is an element in S for which § CW) < p. m^{  ̂  W  J is 
defined analogously; more precisely, let ma^ \  (SCa)} be defined as minf-<Sfo)} 
where —(««a) = — and —(-,w) , = , There always are extended rational
extegers p and q such that min W }  = p and such that max f = q*
(Refer to Kershner, ^$*4*)
Section 4* Well-ordering. Let A be an ordered set with ordering 
relation "J? *" A is then said to be a well-ordered set or to be well- 
ordered by ” < " if each non-null subset B ̂  A has a so-called first 
element, an element b in B which precedes all other elements of b. Con­
sider the possibility that an ordering relation (< ) can be defined on 
every arbitraiy set A in such a way that A is well-ordered. The axiom 
that states this possibility is in fact valid is called the well-ordering 
principle. This axiom is assumed to be true in many if not most current 
research papers* Accordingly, in the material at hand, the well-ordering 
principle is assumed*
Suppose that the set |l,2,3,.... .*n,n+l,. . . . . . . is well-
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ordered and that the positive integer n is the first element of each sub­
set fomed by deleting elements less than n. Then the set A is said to 
be indexed if there is a correspondence which is a single-valued onto 
mapping between A and the well-ordered set ,£l,2 , 3 , * *u,n+l,•••••••.
This correspondence between elements of a and the indices (the 
elements of the well-ordered set) is often indicated by affixing sub­
scripts or occasionally by affixing superscripts, e.g., a^ is the element 
corresponding to the index 1, a^ is the element corresponding to 2, etc. 
In this publication square brackets will always designate indexed sets 
while curled brackets might refer to sets that are not indexed. Thus the 
indexed set A* mentioned above, can be denoted by i=^ The notation 
" ̂  indicates a subset of the indexed set [̂ â  ̂ such that a^
is in this subset if and only if the subscript i appears amongst [i , i ,
 V  • _ ^
In referring to the indexed set A as " oî ” is a
symbol depending on the set A. If A has but finitely many n (where n is 
some positive integer)elements, then the appropriate symbol « for A
is n. If the indices range over the complete set of integers, 1,2,3, 
........n,n+l,*....... but not over any larger set̂  then the appropriate
H w isco.
Transfini te induction ; Let A ** [â J be an indexed set. For 
15 g 504 let [Agi denote any subset of the of the form |
where i / i for j / k. For Î let B + 1 denote the first index
j *
appearing in the set of indices in which the i-B are deleted. Consider 
now a property TP stated in terms of subsets of A. Suppose that the 
property TP is valid for each subset of A of the form A^ ; suppose further
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that it can be proved is valid for each subset of the form ^ when­
ever fP is valid for each subset of the form Â g, • The principle 
of transfinite induction, which is a consequence of the well-ordering 
principle, then states that TP is then valid for the set A ̂  or A. In 
case A * i*^ then the induction principle is nothing more than the
usual induction employed in the most elementary algebra,
Hausdorf Maximality Principle ; As a consequence of the well- 
ordering principle follows the Hausdorf maximality principle. Suppose 
is a non-null set of subsets of a space S, ( is a non-null class
of sets,) A chain of in a non-null subset of such that for every
distinct pair of sets A,B in the chain, either A ^ B or B A, The 
maximality principle states that each chain of is contained in a 
maximal chain : P j Is  a chain and is not properly contained in any
chain of^ , A detailed discussion of this section appears in Kelley
^Ch, ^  see especially under heading "Hausdorf Maximality Principle,"
The proof of the following result, needed in the main body of 
results, illustrates the principle;
Hypothesis; A is a proper ideal of a ring with identity element.
Conclusion: A is contained in a maximal ideal.
Proof: Let S  be the set of proper ideals of the ring containing
A, Let ^  be a maximal chain of 'S containing the trivial chain con­
sisting only of the set A, Let M • M is then an ideal of S,
indeed a proper ideal since none of the sets of contain unit elements. 
Therefore, M is in and M must be a maximal ideal.
Section Equivalence relation. Let denote a relation on
the non-null set A with the following properties: a rxV & for all a in A;
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arub implies b rv a for any a and b in Aj a-^b, b /^o implies a/vc 
for any triplet a,b and c in A. •* ̂  " is said to be an equivalence re­
lation if " /\/ " satisfies these properties.
An equivalence relation on A partitions A into disjoint sets of 
mutually equivalent elements. In other words, there are certain non-null 
subsets of A, called equivalence classes, and denoted by {.Axl such that;
A = ̂  At J Aĵ C \ Aj = 0 for any distinct k ^ , Aj; if x and y are 
elements of A, then x and y are members of the same set A^ if and only 
if X AV y. For further discussion see Kershner ̂ Sec, 15*2 and 15*^
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BASIC IDEAS OF ALGEBRA
Section I Groups; operations; Let ̂  be a non—null set. An 
operation on (sometimes called a binary operation) is a singled-valued 
mapping ̂  from the set of ordered pairs of<^ into the set c^. In other 
words, corresponding to each ordered pair (a,b) is a uniquely correspond­
ing element of C? (a,b). A more usual notation for an operation, is, 
however "O". Thus "a°b" refers to Ç^(a,b), The set<^ and the operation 
«Oil ig denoted by (<^,°) or siirç)ly by^if no ambiguity is possible. 
Chapter VII .
Let be an operation * Parenthesis are used to indicate
the order of successive*'®” operations, e,g, (a®b)c means d®c where d is 
a®b« is said to be associative or is said to be associate under "®" 
if (a®b)®c - a® (b°c) for all a,b, and c in<^ . An identity element for 
**®" is an element e ini^ such that e®a = a = a^e for all a in >2̂ , Suppose 
there is an identity element e for "®”, If a is in ̂  , an inverse element 
of a, denoted by a*"̂  is an element such that a®a"^ — a'“̂ ®a = e.
The non-null set on vdxich the operation "®** is defined is said 
to be a group under ”o” (or is said to be a group) if all of the conditions 
below hold. Alternative terminology is to refer to ,°) as a group,
(i) **®" is associative onc^ ,
(ii) There is an identity element in ̂  for the operation "®”,
(iii) Each element o f h a s  an inverse under "®”,
(iv) If the elements a, b and c in<̂  are such that (b®a) = (c®&)
then b-cj if the elements are such that a®b s a®c then b«c.
Actually condition (iv) follows if (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. If
conditions (i) and (iv) are valid then ̂  is termed a semi-group under ”o "
or simply a semi-group. (^o) is termed a semi-group,
70
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I f  (G ,o ) is  a g ro u p / sem i-g ro u p j^ if th e  r e s t r ic t io n  o f  th e  o p e ra tio n
"o" to  e lem ents  in W , is  a group (se m i-g ro u p ) o p e ra t io n , th en
Yhis termed a subgroup (subsend.-group) of G,
The o p e ra tio n  "o" on is  c a l le d  com m utative o p e ra tio n  i f  aob^
b °a  f o r  a l l  a ,  b i n <2̂ . I f  ( ^  ,  o ) i s  a com m utative group (group
in which "o" is commutative) then often (G, o) is termed an addative
g ro u p , th e  o p e ra tio n  i s  term ed a d d it io n  and is  denoted by 4 - .  I f
(<z^, o ) is  a com m utative sem i-group ("o "  is  com m utative) then  o fte n
"o" is  r e fe r r e d  to  as m u lt ip l ic a t io n  o r  o c c a s io n a lly  as a d d it io n  and
(c ^  ,  o) is  term ed a m u l t ip l ic a t iv e  o r  an a d d a t iv e  sem i-group r e s p e c t iv e ly .
Fo r an a d d a tiv e  group th e  fo l lo w in g  n o ta t io n  is  adopted:
^  a j denotes th e  successive  a d d it io n  o p e ra tio n s  an /  a_ /  a„ . . , .<■=1 -‘- 2 d
a ^ . Because " is  a s s o c ia t iv e  i t  does n o t m a tte r  in  what o rd e r th e  
n—1 o p era tio n s  a re  p erfo rm ed . In d e e d , because " / "  is  com m utative, 
i t  does n o t m a tte r  i f  th e  o rd e r  o f  th e  [(^J^are in te rc h a n g e d , ”-b "  de­
notes th e  in v e rs e  o f  b and a -b  d e n o te s .a . / .  (?b ) i "()" denotes th e  id e n t i t y  
o r ze ro  elem ent of<z^ . "n a " , where n is  p o s it iv e  in te g e r  denotes
_  a . ,  a . = a , l è  i<  n . j  "n a " , where n is  z e ro , denotes 0; "n a " , where
» i  i
n is  n e g a tiv e  denotes - n ( - a ) .  F o r a l l  in te g e rs  n and m (n /m ) a =
na /  ma.
The concept o f  a l i n e a r l y  o rd ered  group is  d e fin e d  as fo llo w s :  
L e t< ^  be an a d d it iv e  group th a t  c o n ta in s  a n o n -ze ro  e lem en t; suppose th a t  
th e re  is  an o rd e rin g  r e la t io n ,  ,  d e f in e d  on ’èjw ith  th e  p ro p e r t ie s  a /  b 
-  c /  d whenever a ^ b  and c ^ d .  Then ^  is  term ed a l i n e a r l y  o rdered  
g ro u p , (See K r u l l ,  S e c tio n  ^ , )
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A r e s t r ic t e d  d i r e c t  sum i s  d e fin e d  as fo llo w s  : L e t
i  —Of
<ir_7 i  = 1 be an indexed  s e t o f  a d d it iv e  groups (o r  o f  s e m i-
i  -  of
g ro u p s ). D e fin e  cy where x  is  any s e t A l  _J7 i  r  1 such
t h a t  x^ is  Inéi, 1& i£ « ^ ,  and such th a t  is  an id e n t i t y  o f  M  f o r  
a t  most f i n i t e l y  many i ,  Ih e n i^ is  an a d d it iv e  group (  o r  a sem igroup) 
w ith  o p e ra tio n  ^ d e fin e d  as fo llo w s  :
Z ^  -7 1 =1 _7 i zl = O. yL? i z !•
a Cl- i
, * )  i s  c a l le d  th e  r e s t r ic t e d  d i r e c t  summand o f  th e  i  = L
Jacobson Chap. V , S e c t. 14_7 discusses th e  d i r e c t  summand under
th e  name " d ir e c t  p ro d u c t" .
Examples: The s e t o f  in te g e rs  . , - n ,  -n  /  1 ,  .  . . - 2 ,  - 1 ,  0 ,
1 ,  2 , 3> • . . .n - 1 ,  n . . . . ^ fo rm s  a com mutative group under th e
u s u a l a d d it io n  o p e ra tio n ; th e  s e t o f  p o s it iv e  in te g e rs  f -  - 1 ,  2 ,  3 • • •
n ,  . , forms a com m utative sem i-group under the  u s u a l a d d it io n .
The p rev io u s  paragraphs o f  t h is  s e c tio n  a re  d iscussed in  d e t a i l
in :  Jacobson Z ^ , In t r o d u c t io n , S e c t. 4_7 and K ershn er Z"^» Chapters
V I I I  and X I Ï 7 .
S e c tio n  2 . R ings and In t e g r a l  domains. L e t R be a n o n -n u ll  
s e t  on which two b in a ry  o p e ra tio n s , a d d it io n  (denoted  by-f. ) and 
m u lt ip l ic a t io n  (denoted  by o ) a re  d e fin e d . Then R o r (R , / ,  o ) is  
term ed an in t e g r a l  domain o r more p r e c is e ly  an in t e g r a l  domain under 
(/,o ) i f  th e  fo l lo w in g  c o n d itio n s  a re  v a l id :
( i )  (R , -f) is  an a d d it iv e  group.
( i i )  (R ,o  ) i s  a m u l t ip l ic a t iv e  sem i-g roup . In  o th e r  w ords,
" " is  bo th  a s s o c ia t iv e  and com m utative; aob -  a«>c im p lie s  th a t  a -c .
( i i i )  The d is t r ib u t iv e  law  h o ld s : a o (b / c )  -  ( a *  b )  /  (a o  c )
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for all a, b, and c in R, (Once again, parenthesis are used to indicate
the order of a series of operations.)
If (R, /,o ) satisfies (i) and (iii) but if only the associative
and commutive part of condition (ii) is necessarily valid then R is
termed a commutative ring (under / and o). If conditions (i), (iii),
the associativity part of condition (ii), and a so-called "right"
distributive law are valid, then (R, / , ^) is termed a ring (under /
and o), ^y the right distributive law is that that (b / c) o a - (boa)
—/ (c ®a) for all a, b, and c in R,
An identity element of a ring (R, / , * ) is an element of R that
is an identity in (R, ®). A ring need not have an identity element. If
however the ring R does have an identity, then an element is called a
unit if the element has an inverse for the multiplication operation.
In cases where no ambiguity is possible, the multiplication
operation on a ring, ao b, is frequently indicated by ab,  ̂jl O l
denotes the element an â  a . ....... a : because " o " is associativeJ- 2 3 n’
in a ring, this definition does not depend on the order in which the
^ /VV\
operations are performed. It follows I ' a. = 11 a. o 11 a.
Also in a commutative ring, A a. remains unchanged if the order of1=1
the a. J7 is changed. If a - 7T a. , then a is called ,the product ofX  X  _  Jl *■=! X  ^  I;
the i =1. aP is defined as &i=a, l£i^n. The set[#
is called the powers of a. Examples: The set of integers , , , ,
-̂3, -2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . . ^ s  an integral domain under the usual ad­
dition and multiplication operations, "1" is an identity for this ring.
The set of even integers^ -6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, 6 , , . , . ^ is
a ring and a integral domain without identity.
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U nless p a re n th e s is  in d ic a te  o th e rw is e , whenever th e re  is  a 
succession  o f  a d d it io n  and m u lt ip l ic a t io n  o p era tio n s  in  a r in g ,  th e  
a d d it io n  o p e ra tio n  i s  understood to  come f i r s t ,  e . g . 2 o l  /  2 =
2 » 3  -6  in  th e  r in g  o f  in te g e r s ,  but (2  ? l )  /  2 -  2 /  2 = 4 »
The s e t o f  n o n -ze ro  elem ents o f  any in t e g r a l  domain is  f r e q u e n t ly  
in d ic a te d  by a f f i x in g  a s u p e rs c r ip t  ^  to  th e  symbol f o r  th e  in t e g r a l  
dom ain, e .g .  i f  I  denotes th e  n o n -n e g a tiv e  in te g e rs  th en  I *  denotes th e  
p o s it iv e  in te g e r s .
The m a te r ia l  in  t h is  s e c tio n  is  d iscussed  in  d e t a i l  in  Jacobson 
j /  Chap. I I ,  S e c t. 1 and 2 _7«
3 , Id e a ls  in  Commutative r in g s .  The subset A o f  th e  com m utative  
r in g (R , /  , o ) is  c a l le d  an id e a l  o f  R i f  th e  fo l lo w in g  c o n d itio n s  a re  
v a l id :
A is  a group under th e  a d d it io n  o p e ra tio n  o f  R r e s t r ic t e d  to  
elem ents in  A; I f  a  is  in  A and r  is  in  R , then  a r  is  in  A; A p ro p e r ly  
c o n ta in s  th e  zero  e le m en t.
In  re g a rd  t o  the  la s t  c o n d it io n , th e  s tan d ard  d e f in i t io n  o f  
id e a l  re q u ire s  o n ly  t h a t  A may be n o n -n u ll s e t .  Under th is  d e f in i t io n  
th e  s e t  c o n s is tin g  o n ly  o f  th e  zero  elem ent is  an id e a l .  The d e p a rtu re  
from  t h is  co n ven tio n  is  made because in  th e  m a te r ia l  a t  hand i t  is  d e s ire d
to  s ep ara te  th e  ze ro  " id e a l"  from  o th e r  id e a ls ,  (R e fe r  to  Jacobson,
2 '*,  s e c tio n  7 , c h a p te r I I .
R i t s e l f  i s  always an id e a l  o f  R . The te rm  p ro p er id e a l  r e fe r s  to
id e a ls  p ro p e r ly  c o n ta in e d  in  R, A prim e id e a l  is  a p ro p er id e a l  such
th a t  i f  a p ro d u ct o f  elem ents o f  R, a b , is  i n  R th e n  e i th e r  a o r b must
be in  .
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In the text prime ideals are invariably designated by underlined 
script letters,
A maximal ideal is sun ideal M such that if M£N^R and if N is an 
ideal, then N must equal K. A maximal ideal is always a prime ideal,
but a prime ideal need not be maximal. For further discussion see Van
der Waerden, l3>section 16, "Ideale, Restklassenringe.”_7 .
Let / X. _/ i - 1 be a finite set of elements in the commutative
^  _  i Z nring R with identity element. By the ideal generated by / x̂  _y i = 1,
denoted by R(x̂ , 3^,....... x ), is meant the ideal-[a in 5/^5 elements
/Isi ^  RAuch that a = ^  â  ̂xj.
The ideal A in R is said to be finitely generated if there is a set
/ i - 1 of elements of R such that A - RCx^, ....... x̂ ),
Acommuatative ring (integral domain) is termed a principle ideal ring 
(principle ideal domain) if each ideal of the ring (integral domain) 
can be generated by a set consisting of only one element.
If A and B are ideals of the commutative ring R, then by (A,B)
is meant the ideal generated by A and B: (A, B) - r in R a in A,
b in B such that r = a / b
Section 4, Prime elements; Gaussian rings. Let a and b be 
elements ofan integral domain R, Then a is said to be a multiple of b 
if there is an element c in R such that a= be. If a and b are multiples 
of one another, then a and b are called associates; in this case a = bu 
and b - av for appropriate unit elements u and v. A non-unit, non-zero 
element of R is called a prime element (or a prime) if p is a multiple 
of no element of R excepting units and associates of p.
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An integral domain R is said to be a Gaussian ring if ezch
non-unit of R* is essentially uniquely representable as a product of
powers of finitely many prime elements: If a is a non-unit of R*,
i = n
then there is a set of distinct primes / p. _/ i = 1 and a set of
^  -, i  ̂ k.\
p o s it iv e  in te g e rs  / k. i  -  1 such t h a t  a -  Ttfp- / u. where u is
" 1 ■ ■" _i j = n'a unit. Moreover, if a = Tj q. j v where / qj _/ j -1 is a set of_ JT =^n‘
distinct primes, / 1 j % 1 is a set of positive integers and vJ 1 ,
is a unit then there is a singled-valued, onto mapping,(p : 5 ^  $
such that ̂ (p^) is an associate of p̂ , 1- i£ n, and such that the in­
teger k. equals the integer 1 corresponding to^(p.), lii^n. A more  ̂ J 1
detailed discussion of this section appears in Jacobson 2, Chapter IV, 
sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 _7*
5. Rings with Ascending Chain Condition; Let R be a commutative
  ̂i — oo
ring. A set of ideals of R, Â  i = 1 is said to be an ascending
chain of ideals if A^^ AgC A^g A^ ....... or in other words if Â  a
Â  ^ ^ for k = 1, 2, 3, etc. the ascending chain condition is said to be 
valid in R if each ascending chain of ideals terminates: for each chain
i -DO
/ A. _ 7  i  = 1  th e re  is  an in te g e r  n such th a t  A - A / l - A  /_1 n — n n / 2
Z /3  ....... ^  / k = • • * k = 1, 2, 3, etc.
The ascending chain condition is valid in R if and only if every ideal 
is finitely generated. For the proof, refer to Jacobson, /~2, sections 
4, 5, and 6, chapter VI _J7.
Let A be a proper ideal in the integral domain R with identity 
elament and satisfying the ascending chain condition. The set of elements
is called the radicalz in R / ̂ positive integer n (depending on z)
/  ̂sk ẑ  is in A
of A and is denoted by R(A), Because of the chain condition there is an
integer m such that if̂ (A) ̂  A. The proper ideal A is said to be a primary
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ideal if whenever a product of two elements of R, ab, is in A, then 
either one of the elements a is in A or else the other element b is in 
R(A). If a is a primary ideal, then R(A) is a minimal prime ideal as 
McCoy shows j theorem 59 _7.
Let A be any proper ideal in this integral domain R. Then there_ i = n ^is a set % _/ i - ^ primary ideals such that A . The
intersection, ii Q., is said to be irredundant if for each integer k,
1- k< n, it is true that f ]  Q. H  Q. . Now if 0 and D are primary
i 5̂k ^
ideals with the same radical ̂  , then CHD is a primary ideal with radical 
Jp , It then follows that each proper ideal of R is equal to an ir­
redundant short intersection of finitely many higher primary ideals: 
the term "short intersection" means that the radicals of the respective 
primary ideals are distinct. Details of the discussion in the last two 
paragraphs appear in Jacobson, ^ * Chapter VI, sections 4-8 __7 and 
in McCoy Sect, 43-45_7 .
Section 6. Isomorphism, embedding: Let R and R* be rings with 
addition and multiplication operations ( / , ® ) and ( ,o ') respect­
ively, A singled-valued mapping^of R onto R’ is termed a ring ismorphism 
or simply an ismorphism if for each pair of elements in R, a and b,
<y(a / b)-- Cj(a ) Çp(b) andç(aob) =CjC a) o* ̂  ( b). In such a
case R* is said to be ismorphic to R. The concept of isomorphism (r-phlc,
—1
mapping), is àlsé defined for' groups (semi-grOups) . If ̂  is â ̂ in̂ lecl- 
valüèd'Tihap̂ iingt of’(ÿ, onto where "), are both groups (semi­
groups) then is said to be an isomorphism if ^ (a%) = ^ (a) ° ^(b) 
for all a, b in .
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Let R and S be rings. Suppose there is an ismorphism of R 
( / f ° ) onto a (not necessarily proper) subset R' o f S ( / ’,o' )•
Then R is said to be embedded in S, Although R ( /, o ) and R* ( 
are not necessarily composed of the same set of elements and the same 
operations, because of the ismorphic mapping the elements of and the 
operations on R are frequently desingated by the same symbols as are 
the elanents and operations of R'. For details refer to Jacobson 
/ i section 9, Chapter II%7
Section 7. Field. Quotient Field A field is a ring F in viiich 
the non-zero elements, F*, form a commutative group under multiplication. 
Am equivalent defihition of a field is : an integral domain with identity
in which each non-zero element is a unit.
Suppose R is an integral domain. Then R can always be embedded 
in some field F. F may be chosen to be a "smallest" such field in the 
sense that if F' is any field in which R is embedded, then F can be 
embedded in F'. Such a smallest field F has the property that each ele­
ment of F is equal to the quotient of an element in R by an element in
a 
bR*. (in a field the element ab ^ often denoted by a/b or by ̂  is termed
the quotient of a by b."**) In other words, F = ̂ x in F /3a, b in R'̂ x̂- a. / h\
where R' is the subset of F ismorphic to R.
These "smallest" fields in which the integral domain can be em­
bedded are ismorphic to one another. Any of the "smallest" fields is 
termed "the" quotient field of R.
JExample: Let R be the ring of rational numbers (idiere p and q
are integers) with the usual addition and multiplication operations.
R is then the quotient field of the integral domain of integers. A more 
complete discussion of this example and of this whole section appears in
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Jacobson /” sections 1, 2, and 3> chapter III 7
** denotes (a” )̂̂ .)
Section S. Déterminents and homogeneous linear equations 
I'St > I- j<n (n a positive integer) be a set
2
of n elements from a field F, Suppose that the c. are arranged in a
square array of n rows and n columns such that ĉ  ̂appears in the
row and the column. The determinant of this array, (ĉ )̂
is defined as followsî
Let (E be the set of all possible products of the form
_ _ k ~ n
* • • • which the / j ^ k ~ 1 are all different
and n. In other wordsconsists of all those products
(up to order) of n eluents in which each row and each column is repre­
sented exactly once. Let t be in<^ . For 16 i< n, define P. (t) to be
_ _ k - n ^
the numbers of subscripts / k - i that are greater than j..
Define n(t) ^  P. (t). The déterminent of (c. .) is defined as t
' "Oie sign ̂  indicates successive addition operations on
n(t)a set of elements in which t(-l) is represented exactly once for
0» Cn C,-i------- (L\each t in
The déterminent is denoted by det(c^j),6r by
c„ G , -------
‘ &     Cw'Consider the equations: (j -1, 2, . . . . .or n ) ^  c u - 0.
jTT ij ' J ~
One solution of this set of equations is obtained by letting the u.,
_ _ i = n J
1 -6 j 6.n, all equal zero. A set £  vl̂  _J i = 1 of elements of the field
F is called a non-trivial solution to this set of equations if ̂ c. .Uj=o,
1 ^  ± é n , and if also at least one of the û ,̂ 1^ ién is not zero; A
necessary and sufficient condition that the indicated set of equations have
a non-trivial solution is that det (ĉ )̂ 0. In WacDuffie, _/~7 ,
section L, pp. 8 J  appears a detailed discussion of this section.
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ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS 
Section 1. Polynomial domain, algebraic extensions 
Suppose F(/,o) is a field. Let x be an arbitary symbol. There 
then exists a Gaussian integral domain, F(x), (operations / and °) that 
consists of elements that for some non-negative integer n are represented 
either as â x"̂  / a x"̂' ®n-2^” / ...... / a^x / a^ or as ^  â x̂ . The
I a. I are presumed to be elements of F. Here x^ is defined to be 1,
L  W  /
the identity of F and x"x^ is defined as x”̂ *  The elements^ a.x^ aind 
^  i^  b.x are considered to be equal if and only if a.-b. for all i,1 •' 1“ 1 '
O ^ i ^  max (n,m) (max (n,m) means of course the greater of n and m).
It is supposed that a^=0 for max(m,n) ̂ i ^  m, and that b^sO for max 
(m,n)->- i-SK n. The integral domain F(x) is called a polynomial domain 
over F. Elements of F(x) are called polynomials in x or, if no ambiguity 
is possible, polynomials. For further discussion, refer to Jacobson, 
chapter III, section uj .
If K and F are fields, then K is termed an extension of F if K ~  F. 
The element a in K is a root of the polynomial f(x) « ^ x
^  i
a^x if f(a) -0| in other words, if ̂  a^a - 0 where the operations
Af<>
are carried out in the field K. The field K is called an algebraic ex­
tension of F if K is an extension of F and if for each element a of K,
there is a polynomial which has a as a root,
/ <  iLet f(x) s a.x be a polynomial. Then â ,̂ O ^ i ^ n ,  is called 
the coefficient x^ and Ja^ are the coefficients of f(x). The degree 
of polynomial is the maximum value of i for which the coefficient of x^ 
is not zero. A monic polynomial is a polynomial in which the coefficient 
of x*̂ , where n if the degree, is 1,
ao
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If a is a root of a polynomial of degree n, then a is a 
root of a monic polynomial of degree n. Suppose a is an algebraic 
extension of F, The defining equation of A over F is an equation f (*.)»0 
(sometimes written f(a) — O) where f(x) is a monic polynomial that has 
as a root and where the degree of f(x) = minimum ^degree of g(x)/g(x) in 
F ( x ) ,  g(a) = 0^
The polynomial k(x) is said to be reducible in F(x) if there are 
polynomials g(x) and h(x) such that k(x),-g(x)h(x) and such that 0 <- 
degree of g(x)c. degree of k(x). If no such g(x) and h(x) exist, then 
k(x) is said to be irreducible in F(x), The irreducible polynomials then 
comprise the set of prime elements of the Gaussian ring F(x) iidiile elements 
of F*comprise the units. Also, it follows that the polynomial correspond­
ing to the defining equation of an element (e.g. the f(x) mentioned above) 
is irreducible in F(x). For further discussion refer to Jacobson, > 
section 5, chapter 1 1 ^  and to Van der Waerden, section 35, "Alg.
Korperweitungen’j] .
Let R be a subring (subset that is a ring) of the field F and let 
K be an algebraic extension of F, An element a of K is said to be in- 
tergrally dependent on R if a is a root of a monic polynomial all of whose 
coefficients are in R. The set of elements of K integrally dependent on 
R is a ring as provided by Jacobson section 9» chapter . If R
is a Gaussian ring, then an element of K is integrally dependent on R if 
and only if the polynomial corresponding to the defining equation (Recall 
such a polynomial is monic) has all its coefficients in R. A ring is 
integrally closed in the field F if the set of elements in F integrally 
dependent on the ring coincides with the ring, A Gaussian ring is 
always integrally closed in its quotient field (see theorem 11 of above
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Section 2. Basis, vector space, finite extension.
Let F( /,o) be a field. An addative group, (_A.> /’) is then
said to be a vector space over F if there is a
: -A_ X F —> _A- with properties listed below. Here J\̂  x F de­
notes the set of all pairs of elements ^  where ^  is in _A-and
a is in F,
4 . ‘
U .S (V'Ualh' ((/-Kal)
y ' i m a } ,  t }  =
^  j O j  a }  ~  o
Were o< AMcl 0  are 
arbitrary elements of JV.̂
a, b, " " " f ;
Okthe zero element of A.
the setLet CofJ i-n be elements of J\_ . Denote by F(<̂ , of, o6«)C cj -
^ f A- j 3 elements |a^ F such
' that y = y/ j * The elements of
are said to be linearly independent over F ± f possible
only if the[aji=n are all zero. If  çQ  - J \ -  and if the
i“l
are linearly independent over F then fWcl i=^ is said to be 
a basis, or more precisely a finite basis, of -A_over F, For details 
refer to Van der Waerden, section 33, "Linear Abnag, Grozen" and
Section 34, "linear Fleichungen.
Suppose K is an extension of the field F, Then K is a vector 
space over F as follows: for each in K and each a in F define 
to be the field operation in K, (X a. If there is a finite basis for 
(the vector space) K over F then K is termed a finite extension of F
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and K^HZF (H a field) then H is also a finite extension of F.
(See section 34 of above reference) If K is a finite extension of F
with a basis (over F) of n elements, then each element a of K is a root
of a polynomial in F(x) of degree not greater than n. Accordingly, a 
finite extension is often termed a finite algebraic extension. For 
detailed discussion of this paragraph, refer to Van der Waerden,
, section 35, Alg. Korperweitunge^.
If the elements ^a^ are in some finite extension K of F,
then the notation F ̂  â , a ^  a ^ is used to indicate the subfield
of K (subset which is a field),
F(1, â , a?, a^^,.....a^^^ \  â , ag   a2  ̂ ,.a^..... ) vdiere the
i ^  the degrees of the polynomials corresponding to the defining
equations of the ,
The finite algebraic extension K of F is said to be a simple 
extension if for some a in K, K=F [aj . Any ̂finite algebraic extension K
of F is the last member of some finite chain of fields beginning with F
such that each member of the chain is a simple extension of the previous 
member. Indeed, if a is a basis element of K over F not in F, the first
member of such a chain can be F [a] ; if b is a basis element of K over F
not inF [a] , the next member of the chain can be F , etc.
Section 3. Decomposition fields.
According to Van der Waerden , section 35, "Alg. Korpewei-
tungen'Q it is possible to construct a finite algebraic extension of a 
field without making use of any preassi gned "larger" field. Let f(x) be 
a monic polynomial in F(x), There is then a field K satisfying the 
c onditions:
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(i) K is a finite algebraic extension of F*
Al
(ii) f (x) factors linearly in K(x) : f (x) = vÆiere
the are elements of K,
(iii) If K* is any field satisfying (i) and (ii) then K 
can be embedded in K•.
Such a field K is called a decomposition field of f(x) over F,
If F H K, if a is in K and not in H, if H and K are fields,
if the defining equations of a in H(x) is g(x) ~ 0, and if the defining 
equations of a in F(x) is f(x) = 0, there then exists a polynomial h(x)
in H(x) such that f(x) - g(x)h(x). Proof appears in the course of Van
~ r  13 1der Waerden's discussion I , Section 35, "Alg. Korperweitungen"] .
Section 4. Seperable and inseparable.
Let K be an algebraic extension of F and let a be an element of
K# If the polynomial f(x), where f(x) corresponds to the defining equation
of a over F, is a seperable polynomial (has only distinct roots in a
decomposition field) then a is said to be seperable over F. In other 
words, a is seperable over F if f(x) - (x-a) ^TT (x-â )̂ where a,a2̂ ,a2».. 
are all distinct members of a decomposition field. If the element a is in 
an algebraic extension of F, but is not seperable over F, then a is said 
to be inseparable over F, (Refer to Van der Waerden, ,section. 38, 
"Seperable und Insep, Erweiterungen'j^,
K is said to be a seperable extension of F if each element of K 
is seperable over F, If K is both a seperable and a finite extension 
of F, then as Van der Waerden’s proof shows section 40, Einfachkeit
von Alg, Erweiterungen"^ K is a simple extension of F.
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If K is a finite extension of F, the set of elements in K 
seperable over F is a field (Refer to Van der Waerden fine print
at the end of section 39,"Vollkommene und Unvdl, Korper**])j therefore 
this set of seperable elements is a finite extension of F (possibly equal 
to F) or indeed, is a simple extension of F.
K is said to be a purely inseparable extension of F if K is com­
posed entirely of elements in F and of a non-null set of elements in­
separable over F, In this case the defining equations of each element in 
K (not in F) is of the form - b=0 where b is in F and p“̂ is a power 
of a prime integer p which is the characteristic of F, (If n is a least
positive . integer such that na - Q for all a in F, then n is termed
t l3 , section 38,
"Seperable und. Insep. Ervr.eiterungen"J )
Section 5* Group of automorphisms; normal extension 
Again let K be a finite algebraic extension of the field F.
An automorphism of K is defined to be a (ring) isomorphism of K onto 
itself, ïhe automorphism, CT , of K is termed an F-automorphism if (T̂ (a)
3 a for all a in F. The set of all distinct automorphisms of K are 
elements of a group. Denote this set by ^  . I f  <J , p  are in ̂  then
the group operation CJ is defined as follows: for all a in K, ((T»(p)
(a) 3 (ff '5>(a) ), Denote by F' the set ̂  a in ^  allj, ^
Then F' is a field containing F, In case F* = F, then K is termed a
normal extension of F, the groupé/ of automorphisms is called the 
Galois group K over F and is denoted by , K is a normal extension 
of F if aid only if K is the decomposition field of a seperable polynomial
f(x) in F(x ), For details, (refer to : , Sections IIF and IIH )
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Section 6. Least normal closure;
Let K and F be as above * Denote by S the complete set of 
elements in K that are seperable over F, As provided by section 4 of 
this appendix (3rd para.) let S -  F a ] where a is in S, and let f(x)—) 
be the defining equation of a over F, Set M equal to a decomposition 
field of f(x) over S. 'Rien M is also a decomposition field of f(x) over 
F and is, consequently, a normal extension of F.
Let K* denote the field M ------------ where
is a basis of K over F, K' is termed the least normal closure 
of k while M is termed the maximal seperable subfield of K' (or also the 
maximal seperable subfield determined by K), It follows that unless K'
5 M, K’ is a purely inseparable extension of M, Proof below:
K’ M only if K ̂  S; If S, then K* may be represented as
_________ ô/vyy'] where the are in K but not in S.
The Ĝ |/J are inseparable ever F and therefore have defining equations 
over F of the form xP^ - a as 0 where p is the characteristic of F (See 
section 3 of app,). As provided in the discussion under the subheading 
"l*irzel Korper" (Van der Waerden, ̂  , section 39, ” Seperable und Insep.
Erweiterungen"J ) K' may be obtained as the result of successively ad­
joining a set of p^^ roots. In other words, there is a finite chain of 
fields, MsKqC Kg S ...... K̂ _,i S  K^=K such that [ui]
where u^ is not in K^_^
”* but is a root of a polynomial in the
form xP-a r 0, 1^ i < n. As indicated in the course of the proof of
r 13Van der Waerden's statement II (_ , section 39, "Seperable und Insep, 
Erweiterungen (Also see above reference in regard to p^^ roots being 
unique^ this polynomial<f fomxP - a = 0 is irreducible in Kĵ _2̂(x).
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The defining equation of u is therefore of the form a 0. If a is
in Kĵ and not in than a =^Lu^(bi ^ 0 for some i >  0; ^
ito   ̂ =
in k^_2 ). By algebraic manipulations it follows u^ - ^  c^a^ ( ĵ cj
i  _1
. "■? in K. ), Therefore a cannot be seperable over K. _ (See App# III, 1=1 1-1 1-1
para.3). The defining equations over ^ for the element a is of the
form / Cĵ x̂  ̂^ / cgxP^  ̂/ ....... ĉ -)« (Refer to Van der Waerden,
C f first italicized statement of section 39» "Seperable un Insep,
Erweiterungen."] ) In view of app. II.3, last para., the defining
equation over M of the element a is of the form xP® / d^xP^ ^ / d^xP
d % 0. Thus each element a of K' not in M is insepexabler '
over M (See above reference,).
Additional remarks: The least normal closure K* of K can be
obtained as a decomposition field of a polynomial f(x) in F(x). The 
polynomial f(x) must be chosen so that its roots include all elements 
not in F of a basis of K over Fj f(x) must be chosen to have the least 
degree for which the first condition is possible.
Section 7. Defining equation in a normal extension 
Let f(x) be a monic, irreducible polynomial in F(x). Let u^ 
be the complete set of roots of f(x) in a decomposition field. Then the
coefficients of f(x) = x4 / a^x^ ^ / a^x^"^ / ..... / a^ are the so-
called symmetric functions of the u^ . Fo l^k£n, the coefficient
ajç equals the result of adding together all the products u^^u^g.....Uĵ ^
involving k different U'si &r each set of K distinct u^*s, 1^ i_̂ n, 
there is exactly one term equal to the product of the set of U '̂s.
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For example, a^ -  / /  a ^ . i  = ( 'JJ'Ojj); « ï  = /
"2 '' %'
Let K be a finite and normal extension of F, and let u, be in K, 
but not in F. The defining equation for u over F is then f(x) * 0 as 
follows ; f(x) s (x -CT iju) where the^JZ^^'^ are chosen in such
a way that the greatest possible number of appear subject to the
restriction that ̂  u ̂  u for i ̂  k. j \  lemma following theorem 15,
'j7section H
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Appendix IV 
COMPLETE FIELDS
Section 1. Completion of a field with respect to a valuation 
Let F be a field on which is defined a valuation v* Let a be an element 
of F. The absolute value of a with respect to v, denoted by /a/^ is de­
fined to be 0 if a 2 0 and to be 1 _ for a in F/ •
2V (a)
(l means a”l.) It follows that /a/b/ - 1  ̂ 1_________   =
a gv(a/b) “ ^ n  ̂ v(a}, v(b)^
/ -V WKJX %
maxj 1 , I ts 5 /a ,/ , /b/„L Thus the absolute value, / /,
(b) J L ^ ;
is a norm function (refer: Newmann, p, 19^n F just as does the 
usual absolute value defined on the rationale. The statement that / /^ 
a norm function means that / /y is a mapping of F into the nationals (or 
more generally, into an ordered set containing the nationals) such that:
(i) /a/y^(d for all a in F; /a/y — ) if and only a = 0.
(ii) /a/b/^^max /a/y, /b/y ^  /a/y /  /b/^
(iii) /ab/y - /a/^ /b/
r 1 L -cO
A sequence or set of elements of F, âjl ̂  ~ is said to be a 
fundamental sequenôe with respect to / /y if for e v e r y ( ^  is presumed
to be a rational ntmber) there is an index N such that /â  ̂- a^/y
r 1whenever both m and n exceed N, The sequence laij i=l is said to converge 
with respect to to the element a in F if for every (yO there is an index 
N such that /a-a^/<^for every n>N,
In the case of / ^  defined on the nationals it is riot true that 
for every fundamental sequence (with respect to / /) there is a rational
number to which the sequence converges ( with respect to / /)• However
the nationals may be embedded in a "larg#" field, the field of real number^
89
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and a mapping with the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) may be so defined 
that every fundamental sequence of real numbers converges to some real 
number.
In the case at hand, if the valuation v is discrete, rank one 
then again there is a field in which F is embedded and such that that a 
norm function can be defined on in a manner so taht each fundamental 
sequence converges to an element of /Î, Specifically there is a field 
with the following propertiesî
(i) F can be embeded in Jl,.
(ii) There is a mapping, / from into the nationals which 
has the above properties of a norm function. Furthermore,/!, is complete 
with respect to / /—: Every fundamental sequence (with respect to / /̂ )
c onverges to an element of-Tl•
(iii) / /_ coincides with / on F, In other words if Ç is 
the mapping of F onto an isomorphic subset o f f t  , then for all a in F,
/a /y = /9 (a)/L
a©
(ivM^ g /there exists a sequence (kjQ i-1 in P that L 
L / converges to x with respect to / /y J)
equals I t  . i"eo
(v) If the sequence of F, [aJ converges to a (with respect
to / /—) then the / a/—  equals limit ̂ /a^/y^ iZl* Here ’’limit” means 
the usual limit of a sequence of rational numbers, in this case the se­
quence of absolute values of the [â ^
The field JT is termed a completion of F with respect to v. In 
view of the isomorphism of F with a subset of-Q, (i) and the equality of 
/ y^and / /y on corresponding members (iii), the absolute value mapping 
on J ! will be indicated simply by / /^,
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Property (iv) guarantees that *‘the” completion will be a "smallest" 
field satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and (v). In other words, if there is 
mapping / / * of a fieldil -he nationals and if all the conditions
excepting (iv) are satisfied by / / ' onft.therifl.can be embedded iniiin suchV
a way that / and / /̂ * are equal for corresponding elements.
The significance of conditions (v) lies in the fact that it en-
r- 1 i-*^cbles the valuation v to be extended to the field J t , If [âJ con­
verges to a (with respect / /^) then /a/^ is the limit of the rational
numbers f 1 1 iZ®**, Then /a/^ is either 1 for some integer n
L 2 v(&i) J 1=1 ^
or is zero. Then v(a) is defined as n or as GO respectively. In view of
(ii), V defined on _fL in this way has the properties of a discrete ̂ rank 
one) valuation. In view of (iii) this "new" valuation v is indeed an 
extention of the valuation on F.
Details of this section of the appendix are discussed ih Wan 
der Waerden. sect. 6?, "Reelen Zahlen, and sect, 74, "Perfeckte
Erweiterungen"^ .
Section 2» Norm with Respect to a Completion 
Suppose /I is complete with respect to / where v is a valuation
onjQ. . Let y/ be a finite algebraic extention of _/)_ with basis (w^...
* • •'̂ n̂  over ii . Suppose a is in . Let wĵ a = ̂  1- 1- n,
Cij inJT , 1 6. i <. n, 1 < j JÈ n. Define (a) s= /det(cjLj )l̂. Then
(a) is in fact defined independently of the choice of basis for ^  
over _T1 . Indeed, if x"̂  / b^xP"^..... «/b ^x / b̂  ̂- 0 is the defining 
equation for a, then (a) r  V /b^. If a and b are in ^  , it can
be shown (ab) - N'Jf (a) N’̂  (b). Define W{i.(a) as v(b^)/ m.
Then the norm with respect to ii. , N_^ , is related to by: (a)
(a)-
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It follows that for a and b in , I^(ab) = N (a) / N (b)j also as a 
corallary to Hansel's lemma N (a/b) £ min^I^(a), ^b)] . Trivially 
%(a) 3 v(a) for all a in/I . Thus N indeed defines a prolongation of v 
from S L to^and indeed N is the only possible prolongation of v to ^ .
For a detailed discussion of N'Ĵ  refer to Wan der Waerden,
[3 ^ , section 71, "Normen und Spuren" î for discussion of rest of section 
refer to  ̂section 76, "Bewerttung von Alg. Erweit."^#
Section 3. Congruenence. relatively prime
Let A be an ideal of a ring R and let a be an element of R. Then 
b is said to be congruent to c mod A, written b - c mod A, if b-c is in 
the ideal A; b is said to be congruent to c mod a, b % c mod a, if b-c 
is in the principle ideal
Let the ring R be a subset of the field F and let f(x) and g(x) 
be po]ynimials in R(x), that is polynomials of F(x) whose coefficients are 
in R. Then f(x) - g(x) mod A means that the coefficient of xA in f(x) 
is congruent mod A to the coefficient of x^ in g(x) mod A for each i,
1 — i £ max ^degree of f(x), degree of g(x̂ .
Let V be a valuation on the field F, A polynomial is said to be 
primitive (or primitive with respect to v if there are other valuations 
on F) if the polynomial is in 0^p_s the valuation ring but at least one
of the coefficients is not in the prime ideal P ( v) .
The polynomials g(x) and h(x) in D^(x) are said to be relatively 
prime mod P ( v^ if: whenever both g(x) and h(x) are multiples of a poly­
nomial k(x) in Oy(x), then k(x) is congruent to a unit of 0 (̂x) mod P (v) .
The polynomials g(x) and h(x) are relatively prime mod P ( v ) if and only
if there are polynomials m(x) and n(x) in 0^(x) such that m(x)g(x) /
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n(x)h(x) s 1 mod P(v). For the proof of this last statement, see Van 
der Waerden * section 18, "Euclidische Hinge” suid section 23,
”Factorzelegung" (refer to main theorem following section heading; recall 
statement 1*7^ .
The degree of a polynomial in 0^(x) mod F(v) is the maximal index 
i such that the coefficient of x^ is not congruent to zero mod P(v), 
Section 4» Statement of Hensel's Leima 
Hypothesis; The valuation v is defined on the field JT\, ; -O- 
is complete with respect to v, has valuation ring 0^ with prime ideal 
(p f(x) is a primitive polynomial in 0 ̂ (x). G(x) and H(x) are 
polynomials in 0 ̂ (x) such that G(x) and H(x) are relatively prime mod 
^  y and such that f (x) = G(x) H(x) mod^^.
Conclusion: There are polynomial g(x) and h(x) in (̂ y(x) such
that f(x) = g(x) h(x), g(x) = G(x) mod ( j^y , h(x) 5 H(x) m od (py , and the 
degrees of g(x) and h(x) equal the degrees mod(Ĵ  of G(x) and H(x) 
respectively.
This result, known as Hensel's lemma, is proved in Van der Waerden 
1^^, section ?6, "Bewertung von Alg, Erweit,’̂  .
The significance of the lemma is that it provides a condition 
under which a polynomial is irreducible in_/% (x): if f(x) is equal 
m o d^^ to the product of two polynomials (relatively prime mod^py) 
and if each of these polynomials has degree mod|p y less then the degree of 
f (x), then f(x) is reducible in-A- (x).
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Section Properties of p-adic completions 
Let V be a valuation on the rationale K  corresponding to some 
prime integer p (refer example 1, chapter V) and let JTy be the completion 
of E with respect to v. According to Van derWaerden 9"̂ section 34, "Per- 
feckta Erweiterungen••] , each element of Jl~ may be represented in a power 
series a.p^ in which each a. is either zero or else has value zero,
Wl J. X
and in which m is an integer, possibly a negative integer. The sum oft*a ^
series, Wp is defined as the series (a. or b. are
presumed to be zero for M i I ̂ m or I <= M) and the product is defined 
to be the series O^P^ where each ĉ  is the result of
adding together all of the (a .+b ) such that j + k = i. Any two series 
and are considered equal if and only if = 0;
t-rA 4= Si
a series is considered equal to zero if and only if it consists of (at 
most) finitely many non-zero terms that together add (addition operation 
in R) to zero.
Let k be the first index of terms in the series corresponding a,
a.p^, such that a. 0. Then v(a) = v ((a.) 4 ̂  a,pA) . Now since
i ^  ,v(a.p ) = i or*o for all i, then a p^ converges in Jl (refer to para-1 lTK.il 1
graphs 2 and 3 of above reference): by property (v) of the completion 
(refer app., section 1), v ( a . p ^ )  > k. Therefore, v(a) = v(â p̂ ) = K
and the valuation ring of JTL is the set of power series a^p̂ .
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